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ABSTRACT
The purpose oftbis study was to investigate high school English teachen' perception and
praaic:e ofaitical t.biokiDg skills in their classrooms in devel.oping the critical thinking abilities of the
senior high level students in Edmonton schools. The intent was to discover ifhigb school English
teachers realize the importance and the great significance of thinking critically, and if they model.
practice and implement it through their teaching methods. to develop the students' critical thinking
sIciIIs.
The data concerning teachers' perc:eptions and beliefs on critical thinking were gathered
through interviews conducted with eight English teachers for Grades 10, 11 and 12, in six different
scbools in Edmonton, AlbeTta. These interviews were recorded on audio-cassette. transcnbed, and
analyzed to tt:aeb an understanding and a cozx:Iusion. The data coacemi.og teacher-student classroom
verbal i:nl:eraction was collected through in<lass observation ofone or two classes for each teacher
either before or after the interviews.
The findings of this study indicated that critical thinking continues to grow in popularity.
Most of the high school English teachers realiz.e and believe in the value ofcritical thinking as an
academic compeIencythat is crucial fur the students' future success and progress. Most high school
English teachers practice and model these skills to their students, and try to creatively develop the
students' attica! thinking skiDs. There are many opportunities in the high school English curriculum
for educators to help develop critical thinking skills. The study revealed that the integration ofcritical
thinking skills through the creative and effective use of various teaching methods is possible and
essential. A significant finding was that high school English teachers can be highly influential in
establishing a classroom environment that fosters critical thinking development.
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CHAPTER 1: UfnRODUCTION
As a resc:archcr. I bave a great imerest in critical thinking. and through my studies at Memorial
Univemty I became more aware and conscious ofits significantly important role in education and
postmodem society. Ifstudc:rttsare our future., they need to understand and question the given while
not accepting everything on its face value. Studenls need to acquire the skills and learn ~
techniques of thinking critically, to filter the messages they receive, and to have the power and the
voice by which they can make a differeoce.
As Berlak and Berlak (1987) note:
Empowerment implies contributing to the shaping ofsociety, rather than being subjected to
the power of others. It goes beyond critical thought and includes a readiness to act with
otbers to bring about the social conditions that one has chosen through a process of
coUaborative, critical inquiry. Action requires courage, but it also requires a possession of
knowledge and skills necessary to change the situation in a classroom, school or any other
area ofbwnan activity. (po l70)
Critical thinking provides students with an oppornmity to take chances and to experiment new
approaches so as to detennine wbar. works and what does not work: fer them. Critical thinking is a
skill tha1 can be Ill.1rtLlrcd to help students achieve at higher levels and find education meaningful. so
developing their critical thinking involves teaching them how to examine and analyze almost
everything around them in the society. Critical thinking is a fonn of inquiry which leads to a se1f-
correcting practice., which involves cbanging attitudes. beba.viou.rs., cenain beliefs or ideas and gaining
the wisdom to develop oneself.
Critical thinking is a skill that requires teaching and practicing on how to examine., analyze.,
generalize and develop intdlcetuallinks among various subjects. and to come to logical conclusions.
Effective teachers need to be role models of critical thinking, and in becoming critical thinkers
tbemsdves, they need to dedicate time and effort to develop the necessary skills if they are to have
a positive impact on students.
Wttb effective tcacben' guidance, students can reflect on various CWTeD1: topics or issues in
a risk-free environment and link them to the society in which they live. High school English teachers
can encourage students to decide freely on what to believe and what not to believe, what action to
take., and wba1 action to DOl: mke. Through the development of critical thinking, stUdents can assess
and reform what is already present.
The researcher strongly believes that critical thinking can significantly and positively affect
students by helping them to become creative thinkers, to identify problems, to formulate hypotheses
and to develop possible solutions and alternatives. Educators can enable students to make logical
plans for investigation and to reach logical conclusions by using various methods of teaching through
which students anain higher levels of thinking.
This research was driven by the curiosity to understand and know more about teachers'
perception of critical thinking in terms of its importance and significance in education. There is a
need to find out whether educators have enough knowledge about critical thinking, and whether they
bdieve in it and model it to their students. On the practical side oflhis issue there is a need to know
if teachers implement critical thinking in their subjects as a way to encourage the development of
students' into aitical thinkers. The fact that teachers hardly have enough time 10 teach the content
oftheir subjects may hinder their ability to take students to this higher level of thinking.
RATIONALE
A great deal of work has been done to develop theoretically clear definitions of critical
thinking; OOweva-. while interesting conceptualizations bave resulted from the different endeavoun,
the Iiten.ture reflects considerable debate surrounding the meaning, significance and the various
poSSIble ways ofdeveloping and modeling critical thinking. On the practical side there is a scarcity
of research to bel.p us understand and know what high school English teachers perceive critical
thinking to be or mean to them, and whether or not they practice it in their classrooms using various
leaching techniques.
Ifwe are to understand how critical thinking skills are actually developed in the classrooms.
there is a great need to focus on the process more than on the product. and what tools or methods
are used to belp students acquire these needed skills.
BACKGROUND
Over the past six decades, researchers,. philosophers and educators have been thinking about
thinking. specifically about critical thinking implementation and development (e.g., Aylesworth &
Reagan. 1969; Beyer, 1995; Brookfield., 1991; Dewey, 1933; Drake., 1976; Ennis&: Norris. 1989;
Glaser, 1985; McPeck. 1981; Meyen, 1986; Sternberg, 1996).
Since the early 19305. critical thinking has been a dominant topic of debate in education.
During the pas[ few decades. critical thinking has been accorded considerable attention, around the
problem afllow to improve critical thinking ability in students. Recent studies at the University of
Alberta. show that there were few stUdies related to the problem of improving students' aitical
thinking abilities. One study by Hunkins (1966) examined the etrect of analysis and evaluation
questions on a1ticaI thinking development and achievement in Grade 6. Eugene (1972), examined
the teaching ofcritical thinking sIcills by Soaatic mdhod., only in selected units ofiIIlroduction. It
was the scarcity of research on aitical thinkiDg that gave rise to this research project.
PURPOSE
The main purpose of this study was to explore and undc:rstand high school English teachers'
perceptions and pnctice of critical thinking. h is important as wdI to find out whether teachers
model critical thinking and use effective methods of instruction to help develop these skills in their
students.
This study was undertaken in the bope of gaining some Icnowledge regarding classroom
procedures in teaching, developing and improving critical thinking in senior high students. The
purpose of the research was to beJp educators undentand and be aware of the significant value of
practising and teaching critical thinking sIrills. The research was also intended to serve as a source
of motivation for educators to assess their teaching methods in a critical way to effectively and
positiw:ly contrhtte to the advancement of knowledge. The study can serve as a teacher'5 guide to
help stude:ru bcc?ome critical thinkers, so they can pierce through argwnertts and arrive at scbol&rty
oooc:Iusioos. The study shoWd serve to inspin: teachers to always search for and implement creative
ways to develop their students' critical thinking skills.
SIGNIFICAllI£E
This study serves as the basis for establishing a realistic understanding of what high school
EDgIi5h teacbers really think and believe about the meaning and value ofcritical thinking. The study
also prov;des in.sisbt into the actual deve:lopment of these skills in the classroom setting where
teacben and students iDtuae:t 1JSing varioas methods of teKbiDg ad~ to 8Cbicve better
education and~ young pcopie for the 21- oemnry.
This study provides a framework for other teachen who have an iateress: iD developing
students' critical tbinking sk:iII.s. and in providing them with. model that would help them incofpome
and implement critical thinking development in their subject maner. This study should help high
school English teachers realize that with less consumption of time, and with few changes and
modificatioas in their teaching mdhods. they will be providing education thIl is critical in nature.
This study was imt:Dded to bdp high scbool English teaeben aDd studems understand the
Uqxxtance ofwating togdberto practice and develop critical thinking slcills, as a way for students
to fimct:ioo dfeaivdy in the society as suocessfuI., empowered, indepeodem. and responsible decision
mak"".
LIMITAnONS
Given the srnaII sample size, replication of this study would be necessary to determine if the
genenlization applies to the entire population ofhigh school Engfish teachen.
The fact that the~was presem in-tbe classrooms where teachins and learning took
place may have affected or altered the teaching stytes. Teacbers may have felt judged oc
evaluated and thus perception may have affected their performance.
Students may have been distncl:ed. inhibited to ask or answer questions., or felt uncomfortable
discussing cIiffi:rmt ideas,. due to the fact that the researcher was present in their classrooms
forobservat:ioD..
bSince qualitarive and critical research provide the theoretical framework for tfris study. the
analysis of data may be limited by personal judgments ofthe researcher.
ORGANlZATION
Chapter 2 presentS a review afthe relevant literature. the meaning and definitions ofcriticaI
thinking. the characte(isti<: oeeded for the development ofcritical thinking, and how the students can
acquire those clw"acteristics. Chapter 2 also presents information on how critical thinking can be
applied to tae£nglishauriaJlwn Chapter 3 describes the methodology, including the design of the
study. the research questions to be addressed., and the instruments used for the data collection.
Chapter 3 also presel¢S the students' and te:acheB' observation notes., the transcribed interviews. and
the data analysis procedures. Chapter 4 presents an extensive analysis of the data collected. Chapter
5 includes a summary. oftbe swdy.. 8:l. ioterpretarion ofthe findings, and recommendations for future
research.
NONPARTICIPANTS
As an indication ofissues surrounding the research topic., there were quite a few teachers who
declined to participat~ in the study. Those who declined expressed their interest in the topic and its
value to them., but explained that they simply did not have the time 10 participate. The key barrier
was that they bad considerable backlog in marking. Few educators indicated that they were working
more than ten bowl a day because oflesson preparation and in-term progress rqJOrts they had to
prepare. Other~ ex:pIained that they were under so much pressure that they could not devote
the time or effort to participate in the study, and they suggested that the researcher should include
thesevaUd &ctors intberesearch.. ODe bi.gb school English teacher indicated: "Teachers don't have
time. How can they develop the students' critical thinking abilities?"
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This cbIpter praa1ts tIrough the Iitenttft~ the various definitions of critical think:iDg.
the cbaracteristics needed for the devdopmem. of criticaJ. tbinking,. and bow studt:ms can ac:quiJe
those characteristics. The chapter also presents information on educ:ar.ors modeling of critical
thinking and information on bow critical thinking can be applied to the English cwricu1um.
The task ofreviewing the literature was approICbed with an objective of providing definitions
and information and of providing an opportunity to analyze some areas ofcritical thinking which
could serve as a guide for the stUdy.
CRmCAL THINKING
DerlDitiOD
Modem conceptions ofcritical thinking goes back to 1933, when philosophers. researcher's
and educators tried to define in meaning. Baron and Sternberg (1986) define crit:icaJ thinking as
Mreasooable reflective thinking that is focussed on deciding what to believe or DOt to believe. whaJ:
action to take or DOt take- (p. 10). Critical thinking is considcnd to be. hi~ level of thinking
which embodies the ability to question the given aDd not take everything for granted; it seeks to
address the social. <:uItw'aI and institutional being of education as a way of establishing a better
society.
Nonis and Ennis (1989) define aitical thinlci.ng as reasonable thinking. and they explain that
it is good thinking that mies appropriately upon the use of good reasons and emphasize the idea that
people who form beliefs or who act without good reasons are acting arbitrarily and unreasonable.
These authon note that good thinkirI8 is not arbitrary, however, because good thinking does not lead
to just any cooclusions. but in general to the best. conclusions. "The best conclusions are those
supported by the best reasons., so critical thinking must rely upon.8oOO reasons in reaching
conclusions" (p. 3).
Brooldield (1991) defines critical tbinkin.8 as a productive and a positive activity, where
critical thinkers are~ engaged with life and see themselves as creating and re-creating aspects
oftheir personal, workplace, and political lives. They ~preciate creativity, and exude a sense that
life is full of possibilities. Brookfield aJso adds that "identifying and challenging assumptions is
central to critical thinking" (po 7).
McPeck (1981) sheds another light on critical thinking by explaining that the most notable
characteristic ofcritical tOought is that it involves a certain scepticism or suspension ofassent towards
a given statement through an established nonn or mode of doin;g things. This scepticism mi,ght
ultimately give way to acceptance, but it does not take truth for granted. Critical thinking considers
alternative hypotheses and possibilities which might result in the detection of a faUacy, but it mi,ght
equally well prompt & decision not to apply a perfectly weU established rule, principle or procedure
in a given instance. McPeck notes. however, that "critical thinking involves seein.s when a eenain
common procedure is fruitless by entertaining aJternatives to it" (p. 6).
McPeck (1990) notes that "Critical thinlcingwrnsout to be very similar to what we normally
mean by general scholastic ability, or inle//igence" (p. 23). Critical thinking includes a maw/edge
componem, thai: is, knowledge-based skills whose general range ofapplicability is limited by the form
ofthougln or kind of'knowIedge being caned upon. The second component, which we might regard
as the specifica1Iycritic:aJ component. consists of"the ability to reflect upon, to question effectively,
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and to suspend judgemcm or bdid'about the required knowledge composing the problem at hand"
(p 23)
~Critical. thinking aims to go beyond the swface~ (Doyle, 1995) as It opens new spaces., new
diredions and explores new poS&bilities~it aims to assess and mann what is already there. Critical
thinking is a process through which the individual may address various issues such as equality, race,
class, and gender; issues in relati.on to culture. democracy. power; or other diverse problems. This
fonn ofthinking may also include the morality of abortion, minority rights, the multidimensions of
pollution, tWdear disarmllmc:nt. the feasibility and equality ofvarious taXation schemes. and television
hype and propaganda so as to assess them and change whatever needs to be changed. It is the ability
to ask questions and to investigare, debaJ.e, analyze and reseacch a specific topic or issue. McPeck
(1990) also notes '1...eaming to think critically is in large measure learning to know when to question
something, and what sorts ofquestions to ask.. Not just any questions will do" (pp. 82-84).
Baron and Sternberg (1986) suggest that ·Critical thinking is creative thinking, formulating
hypothesis,. alternative ways of viewing a problem. questions. possible solutions and plans for
investigating sometbing~ (p. 10). Providing solutions or suggestions mayor may not eliminate the
problem, but guided discussions may be a step in the right direction. Critical thinking is the most
complex method ofproblem solving. Ruggiero (1988) has a similar point of view in that "Creative
thinking and critical thinking work in bannony, creative thinking producing ideas and critical thinking
evaluating and refining them. Both activities are necessary to solve problems and make decisions"
(p.105).
1J
Dewey (1933) analyzed critical thinking or reflective thinking and outlined this age-old
proccdun:: in a sc:riesofsteps: "(a) raIize and identifY the problem,. (b) establish facts, (e) formulate
hypothoses. (d) lest hypothoses. UK! <el evaluate <esuJu" (p. 107).
Critical thinking is also defined as focussed thinkioB and as pwposeful thinkin.8 for it does not
occur accideRtdy or without reason McPeck (1990) argues that critical thinking refers to a certain
combination ofwhat we might think ofas a willingness, or disposition and attitude. together with the
appropriate knowledge and skills, to engage in an activity or problem with reflective skepticism.
McPeck:furtber notestbat "critical thinking consists aCtbe kind ofbealthy skepticism that we might
nonnall,y associate with the discipline of philosophy'" (p. 43).
Aylesworth and Reagan (1969) explain that analytic and synthetic reasonin,g are two faces of
critical thin.king and depending upon what types ofproblems must be solved, learners as citizens have
need for both abilities. These authors explain that anaJ..ytic thinlcin£ or deductive reasoning is that type
of problem solving that leads from the general to the particular, and is more appropriately used in
ma:thematics and language arts. Synthetic thinking, or inductive reasoning. on the other hand is from
the panicular to tht: general, like in areas of science and social 5lUdies. MMost of man's critical
thinking activities are combinations of analytical and synthetic thinkingM (pp. II, 12).
While there asemany variarions and complexities in the meanings attached to critical thinking
that have to be understood, it is a term that has been widely used to describe a set of inteUectuai
operations which inoJude creative thinking, reasonable reflective thinking, straight, clear and good
thinking. purposeful thinking, analytic and synthetic reasoning, as weU as focussed thinking.
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Deveiopmea.taI Criteria
Certain characteristics are needed for the development,. practice and success of critical
thinking, such as the ability to respect others' viewpoints and to consider, thoughtfully and
perceptively, the problems thaJ:.a::u:ne within tb£ mngc of one's experience. Having a proper attitude
can not be emphasized enough. John Dewey the weU·known, early 2e>d' century philosopher and
edUC3lOr emphasized that attitudes and knowledge.8o together in a good thinker. and lhat we need
to work to weave them into unity (Dewey, 193J~ Glaser, 1985).
Zecluneister and Jonson (1992) note that:
Critical tlrinkins is a skill that is teachable in much the same way that other skills are teachable
namely, through drills., exercises or problem solving in an area. A much clearer understanding
of the proper types of problems and exercises needs to be reached not only by teachers but
also by the educational community as a whole. No doubt students' understanding of what is
expected ofthem. wiD also affect the success of such endeavours. Critical thinking should be
taught: as an integral pan of other subjects. ~ "Critical thinking is a skill that can be acquired
and penecIed. (p. 20)
Norris and Ennis (1989) explain that, in order to carty out the critical thinking process
effectively. one needs both abilities and dispositions. The abilities include those required to interact
effectively with other people, to judge the soundness of information and inferences drawn from
information, to produce credible information and inferences. and to maintain clarity. Since critical
thinking takes place within a problem-solvin.B: context, and often in the context of interactinB with
other people, the critical thinker needs to be able to function effectively within these contexts. To
do this, the person needs to employ certain suat~es and tactics for keeping the problem-solving
process on task. for communicating coherently with other people. and for dealing intelligibly with
communication received from others. Norris and Ennis emphasize that attitudes ace required for the
person to be in the right frame of mind for thinking critically as it "is an activity that requires
IJ
sustained effon. an4. tlterefore certain commitments. One of lhe most important of these is a
conunitment to open-mindedness" (p. 8).
McPeck (1981) lIJP't.eS with tbatpoint ofview and explains that "students with the intellectual
curiosity to seek~en to various questions or problems must also develop the disposition to use
those skills. A disposition to think critically is indispensable, to be objective and not to be influenced
by emotinaal or subjective factors, to be flexable., and open-minded" (p.19).
On a more practical instructional level, both the attitude of the teacher and the learnin.s
atmosphere in the c1il$S are likely to have real and imponam effect on the success of nurturing such
autonomous thinIcing. As McPeck (1990) explains: "The attitude oftbe teacher and the inteUectual
atmosphere of the cllSS have to instill confidence in the students that rational disagreement wiU not
be penalized in any way. but hi$hly rewarded'" (p. 52). Training in particular critical thinJciI:1s skills
is not sufficient to produce a critical thinker. intelligence. dedication. induction., value judging.
courage, and inteUectuai honesty are aU si,gnificantly important characteristics needed for the
developlDf:Dt ofcritical thinking.
Knowledge oftbe methods oflogical inquiIy and reasoning, and the skills for transfeninB and
applying those methDds to various issues in life by consistently renawing a line of reasoning are
extremely valuable in the development of critical thinkin.,g. Beyer (1995) explains that critical
thinking is hard work which requires habits of mind-suspending judgment, questioning
unsubstantiated assertions. and the credibility of sources that run counter to our natura.l inclinations.
«Applying critiad thinking often requires reading between the lines, tracing the logic of an argument,
finding unstated asaunpticns and unstated criteria, and determining the quality offactual claims" (p.
26).
I.
McPeck (1981) indicates that 44aiticaJ thinking requires the judicious use of scepticism.
tempered by CIq)Cric:nce. such that it is productive ofa more satisfactory solution to, or insight into.
the problem &I: haIxf" (R. 7). Norris and Ennis (1989) sbaTe a.similar view in that -Critical thinlcers
must be re6cctiYe in that they ccamiDe the reaonabieDess oftheir OWD and others' thought. Thinking
does not become reasonable thinkiDg by accidc:m.. Critical tbinlu:rs IDJSI consciously seek and use
good reasons- (p. 3). McPeck (1990) concludes that the aitical thinker, therefore., knows what and
when it might be reuonable to question so~ however, this requires comprehensive
understanding aCtbe kind ofinfomwion that it is gathered or generated. "Critical thinking ability,
therefore., varies directly with the amount aCknowledge required by the problem'" (p. 28),
As Ennis (1993) notes., in reasonably and reflectively going about deciding what 10 believe
or do. a person cbaracteristicay Deeds to do most of the following things and do them
imordepeod""'"
I. Judge the aech"bility ofsources.
2. IdentifY cooclusions. reasons. and assumptions.
3. Judge the quality of an argument, locluding the aa:qrtability of its reasons, assumptions, and
evidence.
4. Develop and defend a position on an issue.
S. Ask appropriate clarifying questions.
6. Plan experiments and judge experimental designs.
7. Define terms in a way appropriate to context.
8. Be open-minded.
9. Try to be wel.I informed.
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10. Draw conclusions when warranted, but with caution.
This interdependent list ofabilities and dispositions can provide some specifity for guidinB
critical thinking testing.
McPeck (1990) argues that people who think. critically think for themselves and they do DOt
simply believe evuytb:iog which they hear or read McPeck (1990) argues that "critical thinkers have
both the disposition (or propensity) and the relevant knowledge and skills to enpge in an activity
wittl reflective skepticism; that is, not only are they prone to question things. but they have the
relevant knowledge and understanding to help"them do so productively" (p.21).
Giroux (1994) eq>1ains that critical thinking refers primarily to teaching students how to
analyze and develop reading and writing ass!gnmcnts from the perspective of fonnal, logical patterns
of consistency. In this case, the student is taught to examine the logical development of a theme.
advance organizers. a systematic argument,. the validity ofevidence. and how to determine whether
a conclusion flows from the data under study. While all the latter learning skills are important, their
limitations as a whole lie in what is excluded, and it is with respect to what is missing that the
ideology of such an approach is revealed: First, there is the relationship between theory and facts;
second. knowledge cannot be separated from buman interests, nonns., and values (Walters. 1994).
Acquisition
Critical thinking bas long been one ofthe stated aims orteachers and education, however,
relatively little evidence has been obtained as to whether or not this aim is ever realized. and how to
realize it There is no easy answer to this question, so we need time. effon and cooperation from the
different parties involved. We agree on ultimate goals and purposes and we all want to produce:
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autonomous thinkers who are not taken in by faulty arguments, weak evidence, or "trendy" opinion,
and who can face life's problems aspeopJe capable ofmakin,g their own rational decisions about
whatever should confront them. Aylesworth and Reagan (1969) argue, however, that:
The skiU most ofte,n overlooked by teachers of the academic subjects is that of critical
thinking: that is, the mental skill of solving problems in the manner of the practitioner.
Critical thinking is the lifework of the academicians, and learners are rarely given the
opportunity to behave in this manner. In spite of protestations to the contrary, the schools
tend to teach what lQ think rather than haw to think. Ifan attempt to teach how to think is
made, it is often at an ill-defined or even unconscious level. When students are taught how
to think properly, they are also able to learn what to think, since limits are automatically set
to the kinds of evidence that are acceptable and the methods of thinking procedure that are
allowed. The leam.er who lacks explicit knowledge of the structure of academic work,
furthermore, having an increased amount of leisure time, will have an opportunity to wreak
social havoc because of his lack ofanalytical and synthetic skill. (p.4)
According to the literature, there are creative and innovative ways of improving this kind of
education and, hence, developing critical thinkers; but, there are no shortcuts to it. McPeck (1990)
contends that l'ifwe improve the quality of understanding through the disciplines, we will then get
a concomitant improvement in critical thinking capacity" (p. 21)
Meyers (1988) indicates that·
Teachers in all disciplines playa crucial role in the development of students' critical thinking
abilities. Just as students will not become proficient writers merely by taking a year of
composition but must be required to practice good writing in all their classes, so students will
develop good critical thinking skills only by being challenged to practice critical and analytical
thinking in the context ofall the different subjects they study. (p.5)
Educators sho~ dedicate more time, be flexible as much as they can to guide students and
develop their critical thinking skills. Students should know and experience the importance of
dialogue, listening Il{ld understanding which will lead to a lifelong learning and will be the tools for
a successful democratic society
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Baron and Sternberg (1986) explain that:
Increasing people's problem solving skills may well increase their earning power. Getting
people to be more observant may enrich their lives aesthetically.. Learning to analyze
arguments and ewluaJ:e them critically should make one less suscept10le to manipulation and
brainwashing as should awareness of the various logical approaches that can be used to
influence behaviour and mould beliefs. (p.33)
McPeck (1990) explains that most teachers ace already fairly knowledgeable in their
disciplines, at least in secondary schools and beyond, so there really is no need for an entirely new
specialty, or alien expertise. in order to improve critical thinking skills in their classes. It requires
morc of a shift in emphasis, or redesi8J1inE their material and tests to reflect this emphasis on
independent thinking. McPeck notes that.., "If teachers possessed this fresh and somewhat different
paspoctive on thdr discipline,. they could better see what kind ofquestions and material wouldJ!j.ve
rise to this lci.nd of understanding" (p. )3).
According to the literature. educators can make it possible for studcms to practice appropriate
behaviours and skills in the classrooms; for example, one wile is thinking critically asks questions.
speculates about answers., plans and evaluates evidence and judges. Teachers should, therefore.
provide situations~ students are motivBted to ask questions, to speculate about answers, to plan
ways ofgetting evideoce. and to evaluate them. (p other words., to provide meaningfullearnin.g that
will be retained by students for a long time and help them become critical thinkers.
As exp!ained by McPeck. (1990), the first thing teachers must do is to Bet a clearer fix on the
structure oftheir discipline, and to use that as the core oftheir curriculum. In addition to being clear
about what one is trying to teach, there remains the question ofhow one should teach the structure
of a discipline. McPeck adds that the didactic method of teaching and the receptive method of
learning have simply been carried over- to secondary school from grade school. Secondary school is
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the place to shift gears. a place to nuttuI'e discussion, argument, and the free exchange of ideas within
a sub;ecl '"The disciplines should remain the focus ofstudy, discussion and argument should be the
major means ofteacbiug and 1earrUna:' (p. 50). Meyers (1988) agrees with these ideas by saying that
"in addition to teaching explicit skills and analytical frameworks, teacheB must nunure attitudinal
aspects ofaitical tbinking·stUdems' innate sources ofinteresu. wonder. and inquisitiveness" (p. 117).
Giroux explains tblIt studc:nts need to Ieam bow to be able to move outside of their own frame
of reference so that they can question the lcgitimaq ofa Wven filet. concept. or issue. They also have
to learn how to perceive the very essence ofwhat they are examining by placing it critically within
a system of relationships that give it meaning. In other words students must be taught to think
dialectically rather than in an isolated and compartmentalized fashion. (Walters. 1994)
Giroux also argues that social relations in the classroom that glorify the teacher as the expert
and the dispe:nscr afknowledge end up crippling student imagination and creativity; in addition. such
approaches teach students more about the legitimacy of passivity than about the need to examine
critically the lives they lead (Walters, 1994). The teacher's role in that case should become that of
a guide or resowoe person, rather than an authoritarian director and knowledge clispenser.
Meyers (1988) agrees with that point and adds that educators can have a positive impact in
that particular matter and can work on developing the students' critical thinking skills using a variety
ofapproaches. Teaching methods can be infused with greater vitality and variety, permitting greater
students' involvement and opportUnity for decision making and critical development. A few of these
approaches include presenting various current topics like human relations, equality, social justice,
and a better future for discussion and debate in a risk-free classroom environment. as weD as using
questioning techniques, probing. and pondering which will go a long way toward fostering critical
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thinking. "Such environments am be devdoped pertfy by saueturing cJassroom time to include more
discussion and by designing clear, effective written assignments" (p. 117).
According to the literature..in addition to teachers' positive attitudes there are a few examples
of effective instructional methods educators should use for the development of critical thinking:
problem solving techniques, questioning, brainstonning. interactive presentation,. prediction, and
analysis. Following are some of these methods of instruction that, when used effectively and
creatively. can help develop critical thinking skills in students.
Questioning is an effective teaching method that has been honoured lhrough the centuries.
The Socratic method ofteacbing through the exchange ofquestions and answers, and its place at the
ceotre of education bas remained uncbaUenged. Through high-level questioning. a point is
transmitted and transformed and consequently. students systematically move to a higher level of
thinking which will have a positive effect on the students' development. mental growth and
achievement.
McPeck (1990) confinns this same idea by saying:
If you want critical thinking, then you must ask questions that require it, and assess them
accordingly But teachers must be prepared to assess the quality of the students'
reasoning and articulation every bit as much as they have been prepared to mark the "right"
~ in the past Pedagogically comfortable questions which have single "right" answers
have to be replaced with questions which don't have the single "right" answer. (p. 51)
Morgan and Saxton (1991) suggest that questioning can be taUght as a skill component at any
level in the language arts curriculum and as a method ofleaming in whatever subject areas. "11le
students 1eam about questioning by practising and analyzing their own questions to see how they can
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elicit more information. see a topic from different pc-spec:tives. and explore a variety ofattitudes
through their responses which may lead to new questions" (p. 112).
Beyer (1995) bas a similar view, and emphasizes the use of the Socratic method which has
been widely disawed and used asa method of inquiry in which one seeks to determine what the true
nature ofthings is. Beyerencourages the probing style in which the teacher expects students to take
a stand on issues discussed as the "Socratic questioning probes beneath superficial appearances or
perceptions to identify the central, basic meaning or quality ofthings" (p. 19).
Based on the literature review there are various types ofquestions that can be used to help
in the development ofstudents' critical thinking skills. There are higher-order questions which ask
for analysis, synthesis or evaluation, the last three categories of Bloom's taxonomy which define
thc:seas demanding more complex and thus higher levels of thinking. As Morgan and Saxton (1991)
explain,. the open question suggests that the teacher does not have one particular answer in mind but
is inviting studems to consider and advance many possibilities and answers. The inductive questiun
widens the process ofinquiry, it is expansive, divergent and it helps students bring their experiences
and feelings, as well as knowledge afthe text to their answer. The heuristic or creative question
guides stUdents into discovery, and the educative orproductive questi(HI helps students learn. leading
them to new facts., new perspectives, and new ideas. The reflective question clearly signals that an
immediate answu is notreq~ that it is acceptable to think aloud and there need be no resolution
The evaluative question invites students to look at their work in a critical fashion.
(p.64).
As argued by Muldoon (1990) "Questioning allows students to be respoRSlble for their own
learning because it is the essence ofbeing both a strong reader and a strong writer and. therefore. a
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"""'" thinka" (p. 36). _ eq>IIins that SlU<lcob DC<d to be chaIIenood to think;" deq>1y on<!
imaginaiYe ways. Teacbrn can do so through questioaiDg strategies. "Hdping students lind. shape:
and revise their own qucsIjoos IIId then eqliore and evaluate responses to these questions is one way
of teaching students how to Ieam and think in critical and imIginarive ways" (p. 39).
-g
Brainstorming is lUI effective instruc:tional method that helps students take an active role and
develop their critical t.hinkiog. by lcaming and remembering what they lcam through participation.
Brainstorming ad issues is an opponunity to identify problems that arise in student's life, and from
relevant problems come possible solutions to those problems. From problems and possible solutions
comes a discussion on weighing the consequences of possible solutions in personal terms, in social
terms., and/or in environmema1 terms. In brainstorming. students think and learn about particular
concepts and get to know the product and the process. Brainstonning can take place in • supportive
environment by listening and communicaIing. and it is used in linking new information with the
students' prior knowledge and experience (Meyer, 1992). Meyer explains that successful
brainslorming rcquRs thm. paniciputts withhold criticism of ideas until after all ideas are 8enen1ed.
In addition, brainstonni:ng sessions often generate many ideas that build onto one another. and ""wild"
or unusual ideas should be enc:ounaed.
Verduin, (1996) confirms the significant role ofbrainstomUng in developing critical thinking
by saying that all ideas are good and welcome. The quantity ofall types of ideas is the goal of a
brainstonning session, associational thinking (i.c., adding and combining ideas) should be encouraged,
and recording ofall ideas IOOSt take place ifstudeuts arc to develop investigative, problem solving,
and thinking sIrills in a coopentive setting.
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As with analogical problem solving. the amount of knowledge one has about the problem
domain affects the SlJCCeSS ofbrainstorming, because bettrr domain knowledge allows one to generate
more potential solutions and criteria for judging their feasibility. While brainstorming can be used
individually, group interaction usually leads to more solutions (Schunk. 1996).
DisausioIc adI,,~1'J'es,mttltiofts
Faust (1995) suggestS that. througbguided discussions, students talk about how and why they
look at a topic from a paniwIar penpecrive, giving birth to logic., and thinking systematically_ They
can develop respect for individual differences. hypothesize. predict endings. relate to personal
expc:rieoces. and share meaningful responses with no fear or restrictions. Through these discussions,
students can come up with solutions to problems and key ideas and improve their conceptual
understanding.
Ifstudents havea voice, are trained to participate in infonned discussions., think critically. and
are actively engaged in making decisions or in expressing their own views, they can and will make
a positive difference in society. Glaser (1985) found that MCritical thinking ability helps the citizen
to fonn intelligent judgments on public issues and thus contribute democratically to the solution of
social problemS" (p. 27). "There can be no liberty for a conununity that lacks the critical skills to
distinguish lies from truth" (postman. 1985).
McPeck(I990) emphasizes the imponance of discussions and argument by saying that they
enable stUdents to understand the disciplines more deeply. in an epistemological sense, and they
enable them to partake in autonomous discourse about these things. These processes help to provide
those cbaracteristics in students which. we all agree. are desirable: those characteristics which many
people regard as tantamoWtt to aiticaI thinking. McPeck also indicates that "if students are required
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to disc:ussandargue fbr,thingI. tbl:y wiD quicIdy Icam to do it.. (p. 50). As McPeck (1990) explained,
there is also a more subtlc and more difficult obstacle to nurturing critical thinking in the classroom,
whicb stems from the teacher.;' attitudes or mode of conducting discussions. The attitude of the
teacher and the intellectual. annospbert. ofthe class have to instill confidence in students that rational
disagreement will JlOt be penalized in any way, but highly rewarded ( p. 52).
The pedagogical problem, then. is ODe ofconveying the idea that reason and argument are the
only acceptabIeaJrTmcy in the pursuit of truth,. and that. even the teacher's views must be subjected
to this mDunaI. McPeck (1990) suggests that critical examination of ideas can be owtured by
teachers in a varietyofways;, one ofthe more effective is to eDgage students in honest arguments that
require taking the other person'5 reasons seriously. and treating each other as equals. Thus. in the
arena of argumem even the teacher's traditional authority must give way to reasons. "This is
preciseJy the kind of thinking and discussion that the schools should be trying to foster" (p. 52).
The key to successfuUy developing critical thinking in students is consistency and practice of
the above mentioned strategies. Sternberg and Spear-Swerling (1996) note that students need I
combination of various approaches like the didactic, fact-based questioning. and thinking based
questioning (a dialogical approach) which best develop their ability to think effectively and critically,
Effective teaching for critical thinking requires understanding and providing ofthese various methods
and principles. Sternberg and Spear·Swerling explain that in teaching students to develop their
analytical abilities, educators should provide opportunities for them to compare and contrast, to
analyze, evaluate, and explain. They also add that "in helping students develop their creative and
practical abilibes they should be provided with opportunities to create. imagine, suppose, as wc1I as
opportunities to apply and implement" (p. 142).
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ROLE MODELS OF CRITICAL THINKING
Brookfield (1995) notes that modeling critical thinking is an importarn factor in helping
students develop critical thinking skills: "Observing role models to help us imagine, define, and
practice the kinds ofbehaviours we would like to exhibit in our own lives is one ofthe most common
means by which we learn (p. 85). Every time instructors ask. a question in class.,. they are presenting
that question as a model for their students to bel.p them ask better questions themselves. A central
aim of model.i.ng. critical thinking for others is to prompt them to apply habits of critical analysis to
their own lives. It is extremely important for the students to see the process of critical analysis
modelled by someooe they deem cred101e like their instructor.
Muldoon (1990) has similar views on that particular issue and indicates: "It is important to
note that helping studen1s shape more critical questions is a distinctive form ofmodeling behaviour
that is not to be confused with asking students to parrot behaviour. Students learn to develop better
questions from the teacher's examples" (p. 4).
Berlak and Berlak (1987) suggest lhat if teachers, hope to encourage critical thought in
others., they must eogago in it tbc:msdves,. and tbrougbour. their teaching careers they must participate
in an ongoing. coUaborative process of reevaluation o( and liberation from. their taken-for·granted
views (p. 170). Teacbersmust invite and welcome public critical scrutiny oftheir ideas and actions.
as well as acknowledge lhat they may change how they think and teach as a result of engaging in
critical conversation with their peers. These authors add that educators must stress that the
ideological and methodological outcomes of a critical conversation are always open. "Radically
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oriented teacber educaol'1 0J.ISl serve as living examples of the very Irind. of critically oriented
pedagogic practices that they seek to have their students adopt" (p. 113).
BrooI<fidd (1995) ..... thIl:
One of the hardest disciplines for te:acheB to learn when modeling critical reflection is the
disciplioe ofopen-miDdedoess. This condition holds that aU those involved in a critically
rc6cctivc episode aa15t be open to retbinkiog their own commitments and the accuracy of the
assumptioos on which tbote c:ommitmf:nts~ founded. Teachen who are genuinely open to
the possbility of their own erron are viewt:d by many students and colleagues as strong
rather than weak. Such teacbers are visibly evohoiq; u leamen., always in a process of
formation (p. 257).
Simply staled by Brookfield (1995) "Critical teacbcn must be seen to be criticalleamen too"
(p. 257). The most important key in developing the $1Udenu' critical thinking s.Iri.Ils is being a role
mood. Sternberg and Spear-Swerling (1996) explain that educators need to be role models for how
to think, and to lead students to remember them as actively doing what they teach (p. 14).
APPLYING CRITICAL THINKING TO THE ENGLISH CURRICULUM
There is a greaJ: need to teach ai:ticaI. thinking skills so that students can operm:e in an
increasingly complex world. and there is • serious need for implementing and teaching critical
thinki.og skills in the auriculum esp::c:iaIly in English. Critical aDd. reflective thinking sbouId be a key
function of the EngIisb curriculum by applying critical thinking skills to the curriculum so that
students will be guided in making the right choices., solving problems. and taking initiatives. The
dernocntic. postmodem society in which we live needs entrepreneurs. organizers. and leaders who
think critically, who have a voice and are able to change and reform.
As McPeck (1990) argues:
However autonomoU.s and critical thinking has not been clearly woven into the fabric ofour
cuniculwn; bc:uoe,. it is not surprising that weare seeing little evjdence of it ... There is more
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than ample room. bawever. for autooomous and critical thinking in science, history, literature,
and the social studies. (p. 51)
Critical thinking can be applied to various subjects in the curriculum by simply guiding the
students to identify the problems, to think creatively about alternatives and their advantages and
disadvantages., to come up with different innovative solutions, and to see how well these solutions
work. Creative problem resolution requires a sound knowledge base,. which means understanding
the information and the main ideas to see what reasons, evidence and examples are provided. and
being able to evaluate the findings. Students should practice and be encouraged to link different
subjects within the curria1Ium. relate them to their 1ives, think actively and go beyond the information
given. Students need to have a plan and work toward a goal. to form their own concepts and apply
them to life. Through the [ens of critical thinkers. education is an initiation into the process of
inquiry, tbeR:fore. educators should crear:e a risk-free thoughtful learning environment that supports
discussion, questioning, and probing for critical thinking development (Madore, 1991). Educators
can help students think about whaJ: they Ieam in all subjects and make connections and transfer these
thoughts and abilities as general skills to the society, rather than to deal with each subject as a
particular fonn ofknowledge.
According to the litennu:re. English can play an important part in cognitive development and
in thinking aitically, as it provides various ways ofextending experience vicariously by releasing the
imagination. and/or confronting moral issues. English stimulates thinking and provides a needed
complement to the modes oftbought demanded by the exact sciences.
As indicated by Meyers (1988);
No two l.iterawre professors will have the same definitions ofcritical thinking or teach critical
thinking skills in exactly the same manner. For example one literatUre teacher might teach
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students to analyze a novel by foawing on such tbirl8s as cbaracter, plot development.,
symbolism,. and uses of~bor. Students could use these gmcnl concep1S to devdop a
.,..,.,..,... fu< oritiaIIy onaIyring other oovds . .. Another insuuct",·. class, the leoclUng
ofcriticll ttmkiDg migbt focus on the waytbaDes in allO'Yel relate to an iDdividual. au1hor's
life and times,. the ways an author'5 writi:Dg diffen from thai: of earlier or later novdisu, and
the role ofhistorica1 forces in shaping an author's ddinitioa of plot and character. (p.7)
Muldoon (1990) indicates: "ThinIcing cannot be imposed. Students themselves need to
discova' wbot they thittk ODd !><tie,., ODd the w.ro.ay comes by bcin8 "'808'" with othcn" (p. 39).
The author also rxplains that teaching Eu8J.isb is a process of inquiry which enables studenls to take
a speculative. and re8ective stance that are oecessary for them to shape their interpretations and
critically evaluate their own responses as well as those ofothers.
Critical thinking is exactly what is needed in today' classroom for motivating the students to
take pan in~ making. sociAl justice. toleraoce.. and elimination and prevention of viol~ce.
Students can aetua1ly come up with solutions and apply them to their own lives and society &5 the
smaD picture and thea ioco the bisgerpiaureoflife, the world. Baron and Sternberg (1.985) indicate:
-Good thinIDng is a prerequisite for good c:itizensbip. it is a means to many ends but it is also an end
initsdf"(p.33).
McPeck (1990)~ tha1 the DeS: effea ofdisc:iptinary Icnowlcdge is to increase a student's
capacity to thinJc and be believes that Liberal education liberales the mind. McPeck notes:
Thue is 00 other plausible candida1e for our cwriculwn besides a broad hberaJ. education.
No other o.uriculum can provide quite the same breadth of understanding into the human
condition and the problems which peramiaIIy fiIce it. The disciplines which make up a liberal
education (e.g., those in the arts,. the sciences, and humanities) are not separate from, nor
alien to, the everyday problcns requiriDg aiticaI thought. but rather they are the fundamental
constituc:ots ofsuch problems ... It is the job ofeducators to convey this power and PUlJ'Ose
of the disciplines because they are the basic ingredients of rationality itself. Good I.iberaJ
education enables ODe to understand and appreciate both the strength and weaknesses, and
the power and limitations. of the various fonns oftbougbt which make up our thinking. (p.
40)
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Henry Giroux explains that knowledge demands const8Dt searching,. inVCDtion,. and re-
invention, and that a great deal of time should be spent on teaching students about the notion of
frame of reference and its use as a theoretical I conccptUal interpretive tool. He indicates that by
looking at similar information through different frames of reference. students can begin to treat
knowledge as problematic., and thus. as an object ofinquiry (Walters. 1994)
CONCLUSION
The Iitemure on critical thinking is extensive and indicates a widespread renewed interest in
critical thinking implemem:arion and development. Research indicates that the concept ofcritical
thinking goes back to Socrates and it is still continuing to grow in popularity. "A new awareness is
taking hold: critical thinking is an academic compcttncy as crucial to a child' s futw'e as literacy and
numcracy" (Adams., and Hamm. 1996). Implementing and teaching critical thinking is nol a quick.
~ it is a long-term process which needs time. de<fu:ation and effort from both teachers and students
but the end result is far more satisfactory and successful future.
The research suggests that critU:al. thinking can be taught~ however. those who would teach
for its development must understand what it means. the characteristics that are needed for its
development. and they must practically model and implement it in the curriculum. Educators must
make it posslble for students to practice those behaviours and skills in their classrooms by providing
situations where they are motivated to think. critically, and where they can acquire meaningful learning
which will be retained for a long period oftime.
2.
The Iitennure~ also revealed the occessity ofcritical thinking development in students,
and that there is a primary importance in the attainment ofcritical thinking skills and to teacb it as a
part of the curriculum.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Methodology is the interface between method, theory, and epistemology; it is the point at
which the three elements of research come together in a way that allows lhe researcher to
investigate some specific educational moment. Method rcfen to the various ways that empirical
data can be collected. Theory refers to the set of propositions that offers the researcher a
coherent vision of education. Epistemology is concerned with the presuppositions about the
nature of knowledge that will inform the research. AU three elements should all be used to
complete the study (Doyle, 1995).
This chapter outlines the type and the design oflhe study, the population and sample. and
the instruments and prQCCdures used for both the coUection and analysis of the data. The chapter
concludes with the statement aflhe questions.
DEFINITION
This study uses an educational critical ethnography design which has been especially
imponan! in research on education and schooling by using an interpretive approach. and critical
theory. Le Compte and Preissle (1993) notc that -Educational ethnographers examine the process
of teaching and learning, the intended and the unintended consequences of observed. interaction
panerns, and the relationships among such educational actors as parents. teachers. and learners
and the sociocultural contexts within which nurturing. teaching. and learning occur" (p. 28).
This study is inductive in that it uses small units of data to develop larger categories,
patterns, themes, interpretations and findings: It is generative and constructive, beginning with
collection of data through interviews with the selected teachers, empirical observations of the
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students in the classrooms., and an examination of the~ curriculum in the progrvn of
studies. The outcomes of this study, as an educational ethnography, will hopefully contnbute to
improvc:ment in educational and school practice.
DESIGN
As Le Compte, and Preissle (1993) expl.ain; "The most common categories of data
collection used by ethnographic and qualitative researchers are observation. interviewing,
researcher designed instruments. and content analysis of human artifactsP (p. 158). Triangulation
with several sources of data bc1ps researchc:rs: pinpoint the a.ccuracy ofconclusions,. and prevents
the investigator from accepting too readily the validity of initial impressions. Le Compte., and
Preissle (l993) also indicaJ:e: "Ethnographers liSe many kinds of data collection techniques. so
that data collected in one way can be used to cross-check the accuracy of data gathered another
way" (p. 48).
The design of this study was conducted in six different high schools in Edmonton, Alberta.
to obtain a wider perspective of the research. issue. The data were collected through interviews
which are used in qualitative research to obtain respondents' perspectives and perceptions, as well
as to find out wbaJ: is in and on someone else's mind (Merriam. 1988; Witt. 1991). The interviews
in this study were conducted with eight senior high English teachers for Grades 10, II, and 12.
As a qualified educator. and a trained interviewer, the researcher conducted all interviews
with the selected sample of high school English teachers,. using Witt's (1991) approach of
flexibility, and open-ended questions to allow the interviewees to be more natural, responsive, and
to obtain their unique perspectives. The interviews were semi·structured to provide a set of
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questions that were dcsianed to g.ct a good understaDdiDg of bigh school English teachers'
perception and practice of critical thinking in their classes. As the study progressed, questions
were added for clarification.
Interviews
For convenience pwposes. individual interviews of forty to seventy minutes duration,
were held at each teacheT's school. The interviews were recorded using an audiocassette and
conducted in neac identical settings during the months of November and December 1996 in
Edmonton, Alberta. The researcher obtained the approval from the board of Education in
Edmonton and contacted the schools assigned by the board to idC'IItifY respondents and carry out
the research.
The researcher interviewed the selected high school English teachers. to find out their
perception of critical thinking in the school and society. The interviewer focused on whether
teach.ers implerneot critical thinking in their teaching to help develop their students' critical
thinking abilities, and how they achieve this goal. After, the audiotapes were transcribed, and the
researcher observation of respondents in practice took place.
Parti<:ipaat Obstrvatioa
Another significant method used was Participant Observation in the selected teachers'
classrooms, to note the discussions, question generating skills and responses. Using the
observation method helped the researcher to obtain an accurate picture of what is going on in the
settings, reflecting as many and as diverse viewpoints and meanings as possible (Witt.. 1991)
Other skills that enabled students to become critical thinkers, were observed such as
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interpretation, clusific:ation. looking for assumptions, OrgarUutiOfl of dala. making decisions and
application ofliK:ts to new situarioas..
Before going into the classroom, the resean:ber uked the tClCber's when: they would like
her to locate beneIf in their classrooms aDd bow they would inuoduce her to their students as a
panicipant observer. The aim was for the researcher to have a rwunl classroom environment 50
the researcher could bave an active role and bdp the teacher or the studc:ots. This process also
served to not have students wonder about the researdIers' presence or be distracted by it. The
researcher lOOk. notes of the sw.dems' responSes, discussions and questions. as weD as teachers'
methods of teaching and bow they guided their students and helped them to devclop their critical
thinking skills.
WIth the teachers' approval,. the rescaccber was sometimes able to follow each observation
with an interview. Thal way the researcher gained a better uodem.aDding of what really goes on
in cla.s.sroom in terms of the development of critical thinking skills. and was able to use some
examples of stude:ots' responses or teacher's' questions in the interviews. Sometimes. however.
this process was not possible due 10 teac.llen' tight schedules, so interviews were conducted
before in-class observation.
The researcher observed 13 classes for the eight teachen participating in the study.
Classes were up to 80 miau1es in ieDgth and the rcsearcbcr usually sat somewhere in the back of
the room at a student's desk out of the flow of classroom traffic. In-class observation time was
devoted to taking notes as rapidly as poSSIble to record the teacher-student verbal interactions,
questions, statemc:ms. and geoeraI instruction, as well IS to note students' and teachers'
discussions for later analysis. The researcher used this approach to detennine whether or not
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teachers practiee and model critical thinking. guide their students to think: critically, and
encourage them to make links between the cu.rrent everts in the constantly clwlging society and
what they learn in the subject matter.
Other Metbods Used
The researcher reviewed the literature on critical thinlci.ng; its meaning and value to
students as weI.I as the characteristics needed for the development of these skills and how they can
be implemented in the English curriculum.
Triangulating with several sources of data, and using various kinds of data collection
techniques, enabled the researcher to correct any personal biases and to reach accurate
conclusions.
As indicated by Le Compte and Preissle (1993):
Literature review is critical to a study because it is the place where investigators explain to
the reader the theoretical underpinnings of the study. It makes explicit the impact of
theory in every stage afthe study, from formulation of the initial problem and selection of
the population through data coUection and analysis to interpretation. (p. IS I)
References are used as empirical and theoretical evidence. 50 being knowledgeable and
familiar with the phenomena under study from the literature review helped the researcher to be
well prepared for what to look for during the observation and to ask key questions in the
interviews to gain a better understanding.
The researcher had an active role in the study. communicated well with the subjects.
establisbed a good rapport., as well as searched for and provided interpretations and descriptions
to achieve understanding.
3S
POPULATION
I.D this sndy the researcher's selection and sample are natun1ty bouoded: High school
English teacben in Edmontoo. Alberta. The word selection refers to a geoeral process and the
relevant population under investigation in this study. high 5Cbool English tea~. The researcher"
selected a sample ofei.ght senior high English teacbefs. as a subset of this population.
SAMPLE
The sample for this study comprised eight high school English teachers from different
schools in Edmonton. The selection of this convenic:Dce sample was based on ease of access and
availability. The researcher chose high school English teachers because if students are taught.
trained and guided in developing their critical thinking skills in ODe subject like English, they will
be able to transfer and use these skills in all other subjects.
Letters of consent were SCD1 to and sigDc:d by the board of education, school principals
and teachers involved to obtain their permission to condua the interviews. For students under" the
age of 16, letters of consent were sigoc:d by their parents giving permission to observe these
<tud"", during~
A sample copy aCme letter that was sent to the school board requesting participation of
teachers and studcuts and the consent form are attaebcd in Appendix A. Sample copy aCthe letter
requesting the participation of schools (the Principals), and lhe consent form are included in
Appendix B. Sample copy oftbe letter pcesented to teachers participating in the study. and the
consent form are included in Appendix C. Sample copy ofthc letter sent to the students' parents
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who were under the age of 16, and the consent form are included in Appendix 0 The teachers'
Interview Schedule is included in Appendix E.
DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
As important as familiarity with the topic of my study and the research methods. is the
ability to analyze and draw con<:lusions. "Qualitative data analysis is the process of bringing
order, structure., and meaning to the mass coUected data"~rtt, 1991), The categories used to
analyze the interviews and observations are for the purpose of eliciting meaning from data
collected, to lay a foundation for my specific inquiry and to achieve greater understanding to fill in
gaps aCknowledge. As indicated by Le Compte and PreissJe (1993) "the outcomes ofeducational
ethnography contnbute to improvement in educational and school practice in severa.I ways" (p.
28).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The research questions defined how the purpose or goals were carried out. They
delineated the specific problems addressed in the study. The interview questions were designed to
encourage teachers to express their thoughts., concerns regarding their perception and practice of
critical tbinkingin their classes.
To what extent do high school English teachers' practice and guide students to use critical
~B as evidenced by the following criteria?
I. Questioning (Teachers' questions and students' question genen.tion.
2. Brainstorming, and predictions
3. Informed discussions in a risk-free environment with tolerance to different opinions
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4. The use ofvarious resources and media
S. Making connections or links among various subjects in the curriculum and in life
6. Knowledge transaction and transformation in the classroom
7. The use ofcooperative learning
8. The use ofconcept mapping.
9. Problem solving techniques
10. Other learning activities that enhance critical thinkiDg development.
To explore whether theory and practice should be intmeJated in order to see a meaningfuJ
change and progress in school and in society.
1. To what extent do high school educators understand and become involved in the development
of the students' critical tlWaking? How are they implementing theories ofcritical thinking into
thecurricuIum?
2. To what extent do high school English teachers modifY or change educational objectives to be
relevant to students' lives, and to go hand in band with our postmodern society?
3. To what extent do educators create a risk-free environment for students' discussions, or
debates. and provide necessary instructional resources.. and materials needed for the
developmcm afthe students' critical thinking?
4. What: kind ofexpectations do high school teachers set for their students and whaJ. methods are
used for communicating those expectations and motivating the students to reach them?
5 To what extent are educators concerned with transaction and tIansformation of lmowledge,
than transmission?
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6. To what extent is there collaboration and cooperation. between students and edUcalOrs, as
evidenced by the Clrtent to which students have a choice, are involved in setting their own
objectives,. and are active participants in all subjects?
7. To what extent are high school teachers. researchers and implementors of theoretical
strategies., testing bow YIdl panicular strategies. or techniques work through self-assessment in
their own classrooms?
8. To what extent do educators help and provide students with opportunities to experiment new
approac:bc:s, to find education meaningful?
9. To what extent do educators understand the significance ofcritical thinking and use it in their
actual teaching? Looking at theory and practice. for example. how are the models of teaching
implemented and translated from theory to practice to develop the skill of critical thinking
skills?
Ia.Are there special courses developed to teach critical thinking? Do educators explore the
possibility of developing one in the future, to help studems practice and appreciate the value and
the use of critical thinking abilities in school and in .society?
SUMMARY
This chapter outlined the methodology for the study. The chapter explained how the
sample was selected for this study, and bow the data was coUected by interviewing teachers and
observing stUdents'-teachers' interactions dwing severaJ. lessons to gain understanding. An
analysis aCthe data fonows in Chaplet' 4.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
This chapter presents the analysis ofdala.
ANALYSIS OF IN-eLASS OBSERVAnONS
Tne characteristics Doted. from the analysis of irK:lass observations and interviews have
been categorized accordiog to the criteria mentioned in chapter 3? the literatw'e review on critical
thinking, and the suggested effective instructional methods used fOT its development.
QUestiGlII aad Alternatives
The data analysis reveled that in almost alI classes observed. the researcher noted that
students were asked questions from the upper three levels of Bloom's taxonomy of educational
objectives: (analysis, synthesis,. and evaluation questions). These bigh-Ievel questions. according
to the l.iJ:erature review. arc often offered in defining critical thinlcing (Ennis. 1993). Students
were expected. to use inductive reasoning and create a whole from separate elements by
expressing original and creative ideas in their responses to the questions. The teachers' flow of
questions he:lped students to think, respond., problem-solve. and transfer and use the infonnation.
Tcachers also encouraged students to apply what they already have learned to other situations.
There was evidence that the stUdents were guided by teachers in their answers to support
their arguments and opinions through organization of data into logical patterns of understanding.
and to present evidence. Students, as noticed, were taught to consider the values implicit in their
thinking by looking at evidence and. establishing criteria. Teachers also encomaged. sruden1S to
make judgments which gave them a sense of control over their learning. Students used their
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thinJring skills and ""P""Od ....,.~ ...... by geoenring """' own questions and
attempting to find answers.
The rese:arcber DOted that there 'Wa'e situations where questious asked cba11enged existing
thinking and enc:ouragcd rdlcctioa; for example: What makes • kiDg a Il:io&? What makes OtbdIo
a tragic hero?, What does Othello have in common with other tragic heroes like Hamlet or
Macbeth? In respoose to these questions the students jud&ed aDd cxpressc:d tbc:ir opinions based
on their undcrstaDding and reading about wbaJ: makes a cbatacter a bero. They also had the
opportunity to compare aod contrast the bero of the play with other tragic heroes in other plays
they have read and studied, to determine the common factors and the differences. The students
were provided the chance to apply what they learned by discussing the heroic chata:cteristics in
our society and, wbetber or not they still exist. These outcomes indicated that studenu analyze.
synlhes;ze and evaluate what they learn.
There was evidence that many teacben used the Socratic method which is widdy
discussed aDd used as a method ofiDquiry in wbicb. one seeks to determine what the true nature of
things is. The rese:arcber DOted that teacher.; used this method to discuss what students Icnew
about a spcci:fic issue and to lead them to dlink and ocpJore differenr: answers to a question. The
rescarcber noticed that the teachers asked higher-leveJ questiollS and guided their SbJdeots to
think critically about the questions a.sked and their answers. Teac.hen asked questions that were
of real significance to learners and encouraged them to generate their own questions. They
guided students in the establishment of~ fomwlation and testing of hypotheses,. as well as
evaluation of results.
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There was evidcoce oftbe use ofopcn-euded questions which lead to higher-level abstract
thinking, and educators used those questions to explore almost any topic in literature. for
example, they asked students "How would you feel if. ? Pretending to be the author of this
play. bow would you decide on the ending or the setting?" Questions ofthis type forced both the
questioner and the answerer to work with the subject matter in new ways. Teachers used open-
ended questions to explore their subjects in more depth.
During observation, the researcher noticed that teachers dfectively used. alternatives to
questions that enabled them to develop the students' critical thinking skills. They used reflective
statements as an invitation for discussion and not as something which cannot be disputed. they
also used restatements to summarize and synthesize what bad been said to encourage clarification
and elaboration. It was desired tha1 students come to the undentanding that. they have to
conuibute to their learning environment and that critical thinking is a skill they need to work on to
develop. An example ofa reflective statement used by one afme teachers was: "Reality changes
and truth changes!" The teacher paused for students' thoughts and comments that were related to
the piece of titens.ture. Another teacher introduced a powerful statement that helped students
think criticaUy discussing two pieces of literature already covered: "The paradox of power, the
more power you have the less power you really have!" This particular statement drew a lot of
reflection and critical analysis as students explored what was aetually meant and now it applies to
rcal life. A third teacher explained to the swdents the imponancc, and validity of their literature
interpretation and summed it up saying: "Indeed art is art because it is open to interpretations."
Statements like these encourage students to critically think and reflect to share their insights with
others, and become more tolerant.
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ProbiJIg
Another signifkant technique that was used during classes was probing. a technique which
helps students to think about answers more thoroughly and encouraged high quality oflbought in
an accurate and specific way. There was evidence that educato~ used the probing style when
they expected their 'StUdents to take a stand aD issues discussed While there was no pressure for
the right answer, students were informed,. directly and indirectly, that their interpretations are
valued as long as they arc based on their true understanding and feelings, and as long as they are
substantiated with evidence. From in-class observation it seemed that the students' attempts to
interpret a piece of litcrature were more important than finding the tight answers. It was also
noted that the students' responses were subjective., depending on their pcr50naI understanding and
their cultural background.
Wait Time
In some of the classes the researcher observed. students were provided the time needed to
think about the questions and their answ~ however. still there was a problem about the thinking
time or thl! active silence. In some incidents teachen were impatient and either rephrased their
questions, or waited a few seconds and provided clues for students to pick up on. In other
situations. that was a problem as there were many topics to cover and some teachers could not
give enough time for reflection. They either gave answers to the questions or moved to another
point.
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BrailutorwiqlPredidioas
A5 indicated in the literuure review. brainslorming was shown to be an effective teeImique
for the development ofc:ritical thinking skills. Then: was evidax::e that: this tecboique was heavily
u$ed, whether in a written or oraJ form. In one parriadar incidem. srudems weal through few
series of stages to promote critical thinking. In the first stage students~ asked to bninslonn
what they thought the relevant facts were on the issue discussed while withholding judgement. 10
the second stage they were asked to move to the criricaJ. assessment level. the broader cootext of
practical reasoning structures in which pro and con arguments were considered, with the use of
their knowledge and facts. In the last stage. stUdents reached their judgements and conclusions in
a logical and systematic way.
The researcber DOted evidence that teachas used prediction tecboique to help students
devektp their critical thinking abilities. ODe: teacher named it "SiJem Discovery" in which swdents
predicted the endings of the novel they were reading. and they disawed the reasons behind their
predictions based 011 facts and evidmce... In another class students were asked to take ten mimnes
to go over a play and try to poine out the mosI significant Iines., events or ironies that may be on
an essay quiz. Students were DOt only expected to outline their points. but to also explain why
they wefe significam, and what their effect was on the piece of Iiteruure. This technique see:med
to encourage studenu' persuasive abilities in writing. and it helped them reflect on their reading
and understanding, which lead to the development of their critical thinking sJcills.
In other situations. studems were asked to move to higher level of thinking and to predict.
make links and find differences or similarities between and among issues. They were also asked
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to judge situations in differen1 time frames and express their thoughts and feelings in a risk-free
environment. One teacher asked her srudeuu in discussing a play "If this play \\1lS updated to the
nineties what do you think would happen?" Ciow do people deal with the issue of abuse
nowadays?'" These questions helped students reflect, analyze and evaluate situations and 10 relate
them to their lives by identifying problems and thinking ofcreative solutions and alternatives.
Comparing/Contrasting
During in-class observation, the researcher perceived that the comparing and contrasting
technique was used l\ lot. With the teachers' guidance and help, students compared and
contrasted various pieces of literature from different angles. whether it was characters,. tragic
heroes, themes. 5tyle or figurative la.ngua.ge. There was evidence that comparing and contrasting
were used to enable students to read between the lines and understand the hidden messages or
ideas intended by the. author. One teacher bad.the students compare and contraSt Shakespeare's
play Romeo and Julliel in the 16" century. with the 20" cetlnuy movie version. Students
discussed the differences and similarities and justified their responses as they used comparing and
contrasting to act as critics to critique. and evaluate the work of an. It was a fascinating
experience for the researcher 10 witness how those students were critically thinking about the
details and the real existence of almoSt the same issues, but in a more complicated way in their
lives. Students took the process a step funher and compared that era to the society in which they
Jive, and started reflecting and critically thinking about various issues and problems.
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IDformtd Dilc:uuioas ill • Risk-Fr'ee Eaviroomeat
The data analysis revealed that students demonstrated a respectful behaviour toward each
others' opinions and listened carefully to others' interpretations and COrruDtllts,. and this attitude
was modeled by teachCB' interest in the students' contributions. The overall classroom
environment was friendly and students were motivated to talk freely, express thoughts and ideas,
and share their insights with their classmales in a risk-free environment. Teachers and students
demonstraled open-mindedness and posi~ve attitudes toward new ideas or different
interpretations, and teachers created a classroom environment in which open exploration was
encouraged. This outcome supported Baron and Sternberg's (1987) view that:
Good critical and creative thinking take place in a context of questioning and open inquiry
that requires a certain spirit ofthought manifested in certain attitudes and dispositions like
being open minded and considering points ofview other than one's own. Those attitudes
and dispositions can be cultivated in the classroom. (po 120)
The researcher observed thaJ: students presented their ideas in an equitable manner, when
they responded in turn with constructive commems. questions. or requests for more information.
There was evidence of ,students practicing the sIcills of listening. sharing and valuing others'
comments as educators strived to establish a climate of trust which gives students the confidence
10 express their ideas as an effective way to develop critical thinking skills.
Another importao1 point of observation was the arrangement of the classroom which
according to the literature, plays a significant pan in the success ofcritical thinking development.
Desks arranged in a half circle or in a conference-like: room are likely to be more effective in
enabling everyone to be in a position to read the nonverbal signals in conjunction with what is
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beiog said in discussiOQS. In the 14 c:l.uses observed. from six difI'ere:m scboots. it was noted that
tba'e was DO s:pecia.l attentioo paid to the kind of c1.assI'Oom arnngemems wbich~
discussions aDd debatC$. Most classc:s bid regulae iQ..liDe seatiDg arraogcment.S that only changed
to foster- group work activities when thne or four students worked together.
As for the teaeht;r's desk,. according to Grambs and Carr (1990). it is as imponant that the
teacher's desk not: remain in the front oftbe room all the time. It should be sometimes moved to
the rear of the room for supervision which is more efficient.. aDd this bdps establish a class
environment where teacher domiIwioo is less likely (p. 226). As DOted from in-class observation.
most tcacben Mel their desks in the &oat of the room aDd did DOt change thai: arTaDgemel11.
The psychological euviroament in class seemed to be more valued than the physical
environment and there was evidence ofteac.ben conveying. strongly supportive attitude toward
each student. Every person's contributions were valued carefully by the teachen as weU as the
classma1es. TJ.me was spent on buiIdiog attitudes of respect toward the rights of others. which
approved to payoff in all class experieDces.
An important point won.h mem:ioning was tba1, in almost all the cIas.ses observed. there
was evidence that tcacbcrs provided positive and constructive feedback, wbich was aD cxceUent
method to reinforce reflection, creativity and critical thinlcing. Teachers proved their genuine
interest in their students' participation and critical assessttIcnt as a basis for developing critical
thinking sIciIls. As indicated by Morgan and Saxton (1991):
The effect of that teclm:ique is to give students a Ceding of.success. a feeling that they are
'00 the right traclc:' whicb. in turn. gives them the sense that they have some control, some
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voice in directing their own Ieaming. It is • most effective way of encounging
puricipario"- (p. 90)
From the analysis of in-das.s observation. there was • constant emphasis on the idea of
ownership of the texL One teaches'" explained to the students bow to cocreate with the oovel or
play they read.. by lDdieating: ..After you make your own interpretatio~read other aitics and see
if they agree with you. or are agaiDst you aDd why?"' Direct and indirect messages stressed the fact
lhat the students opinions are valued and appreciaJed, and the students were encounged to
believe in their feelings. judge:men1s and underSlanding. Another teacher demoostra1ed that
students' words can make a difference in the society in which we live. by motivating them to send
letters stating their opi4Jjons to the editor of a newspaper. and express their thoughts and feelings
about the articles they read. A3 a result. it was apparent that students believed tha1 what lhey say
or believe can make a differeoce and change thiDgs insocicty to the better. Srudems seemed to be
empowered. had a high level of self-esteem. and believed in their attica! thinking abilities.
There was evidence ofand emphasis on cooperative learning and group projects or group
discussions. in the classes observed. Eight out of 13 classes bad group work activities for 10 to
15 mimrtes., where they either worked on answering in-<:Iass questions. on a group project. or
discussed and brainstonned on certain issues. Students were constantly encouraged 10 panicipate
in group work, but at the same time they had the option to work on their own if they felt more
comfonable.
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There was evidence that only one out of the eight teachers encoW1l8ed and assisted her
students to make the iQviacle visible by using graphic organizen. Fogany and McTighe (1993),
indicated that graphic organizers serve to make the invisible viSIble by assisting students in
generating and orga,oWng ideas and information. The authors also explained that cooperative
learning and graphic organizers provide powerful. iateBCtive and organizational mind tools for
he1piag students think more etTectively aboUl the conteDt.
After the students finished a poem. they worked in groups., and represented their ideas
about that poem grap~caIly by using their undemanding,. imagination. and creativity, students
designed. built and represented a cube which was a symbol of the poet's werle and life. The
teacher under observation believed that graphic representations and working vi.sually or through
music enabled the students to learn, develop and become better critical thinkers FoUowing is one
example of her wort..
The teacher explained that her students bad tbt idea ofdelving into the poet's life who had
the fear of death. so they were creative and designed a cardboard cube as a lomb. They coloured
the top and bottom square black, and wrote the poet's name on it. The sides of the cube had
different images; one side looked like a mirror, the other side was like a window; the third side
has a drawing ofa woman's hand reaching out nfbricks. which indicated the idea of being buried
alive; and the founh sUie bad a drawing of an eye as a symbol of a window to the soul. All the
colours were symbolic as wen; for example, students used the colour red as a symbol ofblood and
passion. The students had specific references to the work that was read and. through a
presentation of their ideas on each side, they discussed how and why certain sides were opposite
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to others and explaiDed why ccrWn sides were adjacc:DL ThaI: was a project for one group of four
stUdents in which they demoostraU:d their talents. creativity. and aitical thinking abilities.
CONCLUSIONS: IN-CLASS OBSERVAnONS
In-class observation provided an excellent opportunity to realize the practical application
of the various teaching methods that encotnge and enhance the dC'idopmem ofcritical. thinking
skills in students. There were lots of indications and examples to prove that tugh school English
educ:a1ors strive to creativdy wock. wiJ.h students to develop the most needed skills in
contemporary society. tbo5e to empower them with the essential abilities to be productive and
active memben in our society. Educ:a1on and studmts noted the importaDce and significance of
promoting critical thinking skills. Educaton put theory into practice and re8ected on the reasons
why certain methods were not working and they sought altemarive forms of practice. They also
assisted itudents in interpreting. and questioning. their own ideas and actions from a Dew
viewpoint.
As Brookfield (1981) indicated: "The development ofcritical insight comes about through
analysis OfactiOD" (p. 143)~ bowevu. the teachers observu1 did DOt seem to always have the time
or the opportunity for imrospective episodes during which they could reflect on the usefulness of
specific approaches or learning activities. From the analysis of in-class observation. there was
evidence that many educators had the opportunity to model risk taking, and use critical analysis of
cenain assumptions which is an essential step to encourage students to become critically reflective
about their own intc:mali..zed assumptions and modes ofbehaviour.
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TEACHERS' INTERVIEWS
0...
As desaibed iD the sectioo ""Design... eight high school English teacbcrs from six different
schools responded to opeo.eoded, prepaTed questions which were designed to reach a better
undentanding of the teaeben' unique perception and practice of critical thinIcing in their classes.
As the study progressed. few questions were added for clarification (see Appendix D).
Aaalysis
The analysis of teachers' interviews revealed that there was a lrigh degree of similarities
among their responses regarding their perception and practice of the development of aitical
thinking. This analysis indicated three trends.
The first trend emphasizes the idea that teacben realiz;e and undentand the meaning and
the various definitions ofcritical thinking that. when put together, complete the macropicrw-e of
what it is. In defining critical thinking ODe teaches" indicated that it is a process in which students
"take bits of information from various sources and developing their own paradigm and their own
ideas", O'Keefe (1986), bad similar views regarding that maner and DOted tha1: '"Fitting ideas
lOgether, seeing ODe event u the c:ause of another, perceiving one concept as being more
significant than another and recognizing similarities and differences are all applications of the
thinking skill we call reasoning" (p. 19).
Almost aU teachers stressed the imponance of students undentanding the intended
meaning in the text. the real or hidden messages. One of the teachers explained: "It is important
10 appreciaJ:e bow other people are thinlci.Dg" another said: "Critical thinIcing means the students'
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ability to discover- what their thoogbts are and what they believe on issues that they come across
in the literature...
Rc:spooderlls seemed to mow and acknowledge the r.ct that aiticaJ thinking is reasonable
thinking that is focused on dec:iding wba1 to do aDd what DOt to do. and a process through which
people can solve problems. reach logical sound conclusions. aDd explore new possibilities. They
also seem to ackDowI.edgc the fact that critical thinking is comprised of bIowicdge-based ski11s
which consist of the ability to reflect upon. to question effec::tivdy and to suspend judgement or
beliefabout any problem.
The data analysis showed that teachers apprehend the idea that critical thinking is a
process the students learn aDd can apply to wbaJ: they read and learn,. as weD as everything else in
life. Teachers appreciate the fact that critical thinking is in large measure. learning to lcnow when
to question and how to question the given. Educar.on seemed to uodemand that critical thinking
is a complex matter students need to go through to solve problems. The respoDdents explained
tbe fact that there are certain steps for using. critical tbiDkiDg to solve probIems~ for example. the
need to 6nt identify the problems. then establish facts. formulate hypotbeses., test those
hypotheses. evaluate the results. and cbaDgc wbat. needs to be changed. Educators Icnow that
critical tbinIcing rdies on good thinkiDg which needs to be taught and implemented in their subject
areas in a creative way.
The second trend was that there seemed to be a high degree of agreement among all
teachers, and emphasis on the use of Blooms' taxonomy, especially the higher three levels:
analysis. synthesis and evaluation. ODe respondent indicated that, to develop critical thinking
skills. students need to learn how to evaluate the meaning or the essence of what they read and
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encounter every day. ADotha" believed aDd iDdicatcd that critical. thinking: "'is indcpcDden1
tbinJcing. urivmg .. undentuxtinos. a>omucting "'" __... IooIOn& punfing. hypo<hesizmg,
weighing. and in tba1 $COSte it is analytical." A third respoadcnt explained tha1 a:iticaI thinking
means teaching the students to 100k 11 things. analyze them. and. based on their expcriax:es and
facts that they are provided.. to come to their own decisions and their own points of view. in an
independent. aodcrearive way.
The third trend was that all eight teachers believed critical thinking is an extremdy
important educational coooept. One teacher emphasized that idea by explaining; "Critical thinking
is a motherhood statement" and that all the English programs are geared toward that. Another
teacher suongty believed that critical think:ing is the oaly educational concept which students can
use to create a better understanding of the world aod form their own point of views. A third
teacher emphasized the fact thai. critical thinking is ..The most important educational concept that
students learn in scboor" and added that "E.oglisb class is the class where we can fOSlc'r that. as
much as we can...
Respondents explained that high school SDJdents are gradually taught to critically react 10
a piece oflit~ lQ UDderswx1 it tbematically. aDd th= take it to an abstract levd. Students
started from concrete ideas, and were guided in developing and applying thi.nlcing through these
concrete details. and move through it sequentially to get into abstr'llet thinking. Some teachers
indicated that critical thinking is not only about understanding and evaluating ideas. but more
important. it is about the students' ability to connect ideas. bring out relations in them. transfer
that to their own experiences in life,. and set it in an even larger context of human relations. One
teacher emphasized that idea and indicated: "Students sbould first of all understand the message
S3
of the author aDd be able to evaluate its meanin&. DUmber one to be able to make some:
transference to their own experieooe., their own IM::s.. and set it in eYeD _larger COI1te:!n oflaunan
relations for example b.unan experimccs.n Aootber teacbc:r added.: "Stwieats act looking at
things for undemaDdiDg and ODOC they have thaI understanding then they can take the things they
know and apply tbeIn to a new learning situarion...
As a result ofwbat respondents swed critical thinking to be, many of them placed". very
high value" on 1C:aChing and implementing it in the auriculum.. One teacher indieued that "it is a
basic tool" and explained that is what lhey try to do in English to develop these skills in students.
Another teacher indic4ted that "critical t.binkiDg is a primary mandate, particularly in English
because it is expression." She later added that,. "because literature is so multi-layered, learning
and using these skills bdps swdenu look beyond the obvious."
The analysis of data indicated that teachers place a very lUgh value on developing critical
thinking skills in studmts. Doe leaCber explained that,. for her...It is everything. so I don't teach
content,. 1 teach process, and ifyou teach process you have to teaeh aitical thinking.. I always see
critical thinking as the beginning of almost everything... Teacben believed and indicated that
critical thinking is ce:mnal in education, and essential for the students' future aacces.s in our
constantly changing world,. and that without critical thinking skills students will not be able to
function successfully and prosper in the future.
Teachers expressed very high expectations for their students in the area of developing
their critical thinking skills and abilities. and they tell their students that in direct and an indirect
ways. One educator indicated: "I think: students see me &5 demonstrating critical thinking. I can't
ask it of them if ('m not living it tny5e1f." Another teacher explained that she noticed in tcrm5 of
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expectations, that thf:re ue differences in Grade 10 Q)Il]pMCId &0 Grade II «udents. Her
expectatioos for Gnde II students were that they would be able to uticu.la1e what Ievei of
thinking they are workiug 011. She stated tbm: she buicaI!y worb with Bloom's taxonomy to get
students to become deeper in their thinking. to idemify analysis. evaluation. or synthesis
questions. WbeD speaking. about Grade 11 stwicDts the respooclent addcd: "I expect tbeal to
aetuaUy woc1c on those levels almost in every assignmem", while for Grade 10 swdents she
expressed a view that they have the memality o( as she said "feed me what it is 1need to 1aacP¥, I
will learn it and then [ will regurgitate it on the test and then I will get • good mark, and that is
learning." The respondem cominued to explain that she works around that problem by using
different methods to get students to think indepezxlently and to devdop critical thinking skills.
She used interactive DQte1, which helped studems to think deeply and talk about the style. or she
used penonal experiences using • handout with certain prompts. She also asks them to
su.o:unariu the sigoificam points,. and to r.:rack ODe character througbout: me whole novel. find
revealing quOtes, write a character essay in which they use the quotes to support their findings.,
and generate their own qucsbons.
Another respondent indicated: "The ex:pecwion that I demand of them is that they think
critically. but also by the same token 1 definitely show them bow to do it. So "yes", they're
advanced, yes they arc thinking, yes they are looking at things from diffCf'COt perspectives and
different point of views., but that bas been a. vecy carcful.ly planned progress., and process from the
very beginning of the year." Respondents noted that the development of students' critical
tb.i.nkiDg skills takes consistency and hard work. aDd educators effectively plan and implement
various strategies to reach that goal.
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A couple of respondents also explained and role modelled critical thinking during the in-
class observation, and created a positive atmosphere: which enabled students to look at things
from a critical perspective for application to other situatiODS. Several respondents stated that
critical thinking skills should become the way students think, and once they have that mould of
thinking it is easy to apply it to whatever genre of literature.
Teachers explained that they expect students to critically think about as weU as discuss
their interpretations ofor responses to literature. and they are also expected to explain how their
substantiations suppon. their claims. Teachers also emphasized that students are expected to
express their thoughts, not just verbally or in a written form, but through other ways like in the
use of graphical organizers. Educators acknowledge the fact that lhey should model and
demonstrate to students how these skills work or should be used to sec subtleties,. and finaJ.ly to
evaluate the work and critically think. about it.
From the analysis of respondents' interviews regarding using critical thinking as a base for
their lesson plans. there seemed to be a high degree of agreement on that issue and they all felt it
was imponant and essential in students' development and education. A definite use of high-level
questions was exhibited during observation as educators asked students analysis. synthesis and
evaluation questions. The data analysis showed that teachers asked students about the hidden
messages, and their reaction to these messages? They also asked students to pretend to be
directors. authors. critics., and discuss issues that are significant in life. The researcher noted that
students were motivated to make inferences. draw conclusions. think: of poSSIble solutions. and
offer alternatives. Educators planed and used activities that enabled students to develop critical
thinking skills. As a "textbook" example of being a critical thinker one teacher encouraged her
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students to RSpODd to the newspaper's editor, to think critically about what they r~ and to
have the ability to write their opinions. The analysis revealed that educators used other similar
activities to en<:ol.JR8C SbJdents to have a voice and be able to actively and positively participate in
thesociery.
The participants in this study have a wide variety of years of experience. and this
ClCper1ence seemed to make a difference in their methods of teaching and developing critical
thinking skills., as weU as in the validity of their judgement when it comes to the English
curriculum. From the analysis of their responses regarding whether the EogIisb curriculum helps
them develop the students' critical thinking skills., and from the examples provided by the
teachers. three themes emerged. The tim theme was that the majority oftbe teachers (seven out
of eight) agreed that the English curriculum helps them develop the students' critical thinking
skills. One respondent clearly indica1ed:
The people who put the curriculum together like students to think critically so it is built in
all the way through, like for instance in organization and development in the curriculum it
says conclusion foUow$ the tum of thought. thoughts are organized all that involves
the critical analysis of the writing and revision, word choice., development of adequate
ideas, again that's critical thinking... ·<Even in listening, their active listening goal is to
identify and discuss inferences. . to be able to distance a negative input from television
and to be sensitive to ideas, and tone and purpose ofspeakers' attitude. tone and bias,. and
it's all there. I think it's a very thorough curriculum. The English curriculum is very
solid.
More imerestingly is the second theme, which puts more emphasis on the process rather
than the product. is the implemen1at:ion of critical thinking in the curriculum. and the use of the
methods of teaching that enhance the required skills. Respondents indicated that development
depends on the way the curriculum is taught as it can have lots of room for critical thinking
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development. As indicated by aootber partic:ipult: "Ifteacbcn cootiDue to reoew tbem5etves and
are inquisitive themselves trying to find out what are some other ways and what are you doing?
Or why are you doina. that'? HuDarY fur thai. ki.Dd of understaDd.illg.. Almost all tcacbers
explained tlW the wrricu1um offen • 101. ofgood cboic:es.. but it aU depends on its implementation
~ than on the auric;ulum. iud[
The third theme noted by the researcher. and confirmed by one respondent, was that the
years ofteaebiag~ make & difference in helping students develop critical thinking skills.
She indicated:
The English curriculum here in Alberta is ultimately an outcome-oriented cuniculwn, and
certainly the outcomes from that are the expectations that they are critically thinking, and
yes you may wdl see the word critical thinking somewber"e in there~ but the curriculum is
I10t foe somebody who is a novice., somebody who is not taught English before. oot been
giveu any specifics as to bow to, to develop those kinds of sJrilIs.
The analysis revealed that teaebers with more years of experience were able to use the
English curriculum as • vehicle to deliver the critical t.binkiDs skills that are needed in our
postmodem society. Their expcrieocc: bdps them to focus more on implementing these skills in
their subjects. with more awareness ofthe signific:ance ofaitica1 thinking in education.
Teacbc:r.i agreed that there is a need for more rdJection in class, where students share their
insights and thoughts with their classmates by explaining their viewpoints and justifying and
debating issues. There is a need. however, as one tea.cber explained, that stUdents should use their
dialogue journals more to express their undemanding and questions. Few teachers indicated that
devdoping the SOldents' critical thinking skills is an area in which they would like to grow~ worle:
more on. and put more emphasis on. by working around the time factor.
,.
Respondents DOCed tba1 teacbiDg is &Q an lIDd. teaeben fed tbu the devdopmeor. of the
students' aitica1 thinking skil1s~ a combinatioo of a variety of teadting methods. These
methods, sbould be com!>U>od with tile ........' right anitud.., f!<>cibility, and "'"'a _
thinkers tbemsetves by believing in what they are doing, can motivate, c:ncourage and guide the
students to devel:op as ariticaI thinktn.
According to the literature review. there is a great demand for the use ofvarious teaching
methods to develop SlUdents· aitical thinking skills and there was a unanimous agreement among
respondents supporting that view. Respondents confinned that by explaining: "You have to
present the material in as many ways as you possably can. The process is probably more important
than what you teach." however, it was noted by the researcher that debates and reflection were
infrequently used in the classroom. O'Keefe (1986) indicated that "Deba1es and formal
argumentation are aD extension ofquestioning tactics in the reasoning process" (p. 21).
From the analysis of interviews dala. 00 this issue there seems to be a great emphasis on
using the Socnric method which draws out infCl"mCCS from the stUdents. ODe teacher explained
thai: in her class &tUdeots are the ones who gmenue tbe[r own questions accocding to the higher
levels in Blooms' taxooomy and they attempt to aDSWCr" them. Another teacher added: wldeally
the Socntic method is where swdems are questioning eacb other. not only me. and there is a kind
ofdialogue in the classroom and I'm doing it on a mini form in this class with the debate." It was
also DOted that teachers use lecture style less often than before Uld than other method.s, because
they feel that it is less effective in developing the students' critical thinking skills. As one teacher
clearly indicated: "I don't like lecture style because the student is not connected with the
literuure." The respoodmr: then added: UI want the student thinking about the literature and that
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means the student bas to be working with it... The data analysis revealed that there is a greater
emphasis on the use of interactive presentations and discussions which teachers feel are extremely
valuable fOl" students' critical thinking devdopmeo1.
Teachers seemed to believe that critical thinking and creativity are one aCthe same. One
respondent said: «The level of creaIivity requires a kind of agility of the mind." Another
respondent explained that creativity is being different, using alternative ways ofviewing: a problem
and thinking critically and creativc:ly about possible solutions and plans for investigation. All
respondents indicated that developing the stUdents' critical thinking skills requires a level of
creativity where they learn to take bits of infonnarion from ten different sources and come up with
a whole new paradigm or whole DeW modd. As indicated by a one respondent: "Without lite
critical skills. true e«a1ivity is not there,. l don't think is rcally possible." Another respondent
confinned that by explaining: "'Creative ideas indicate a greater depth of understanding." Another
indicated that "You can't critically think about something without any creative son of skills.
They work together." There was a strong belief that students need and are encouraged to create
their own interpretations. because they cannot be creative without carefully using the critical
thinking skills in discussing Iitera1Ufe.
There was a noticeable understanding and realization aCthe value of the positive attitudes
that should be fostered in the classroom. as well as the significant impact a risk~free envirorunent
has on the development of the students' critical thinking skills. There is a continuous effort to
create and maintain a friendly environment that fosters intellectual curiosity. good communication
of ideas. tolerance and respect to others viewpoints. The researcher noted that teachers modeled
critical thinking and a part of that was their disposition and attitudes. They delivered the message
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that there was always room for DeW ideas aDd iDterprew;iom. without. being ridiculed. and
expWnod ODd _ ,. lhei< swdeots !hat they obouId ........ wIwe= onybody ..ys. ODd
be open-minded to odler opiDions.
From the analysis of teachers' interviews and in-class observation there seemed to be •
great deal of correlalion aoticed,. especially in the area of modeling critical thinking. Almost all
teachers demoostnted to their $lUdems that they were always leaming tbc:mxIves. as one
respondent. indicated: "I like to believe that I'm always learning with my students. The day [
know it all is also the day that I should leave." Teacbers acknowledge the fact that to develop
their students' critical thinking skills and to demand that of them. they have to be critical thinkers
themselves. They must demonstrate that behaviour in class,. during discussions or questions. and
aetUally model that by thinIring out-loud. looking for evideocc to substaDtiate their responses..
stepping out of their fRme of references inJ:o others' frames of references to reach a better
understanding. and beiDg able to make the right choices. Teachers sdf-correct and genemt high
level questioos and attempt to aoswtt them. they also ideotify problems and disa.ass possible
solutions or alternatives. A5 repented earlier Doe respondem: explaiDed:: "I think studenu see me
as demonstrating aitical thinking. t can't asIc it of them if I'm not living it myseI(" He then
added.: "I think: that it good teacher is flexible. I think in terms ofcritical thinking you have to be a
critical thinker youneIfbut you have to also allow your students to be critical thinkers."
It seemed that teacbcrs appreciate the great value ofcritical thinIcing in today's society and
in the future so they try to open the students' eyes to understand what is happening. to be more
active.. and not to take everything for granted. Educators guide their students to believe in their
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abilities aDd judgmem and, more importamIy. to share tbM thoughts and insigbts with othen in •
nonthreatening learning euviroamem.. ODe respoodem. indicated:
I think we're making people humans, they are born bumans. but that's only biologically. in
terms of a penon they are becomiDg increuiDgly whatever we're enc:ouraging and
allowing. I think • good teacher motivues and eooounaes and also allows., knows when
to get out ofthe way and when to give guidance.
Th~ wut: few concerns DOled by educaton; regarding the developmeut of the students'
critical thinking skills. One concern wu the students' mind-set in that by the time they reach high
school. they have trouble strictly analyzing things.. The poSSIble reason behind that mind·set as
explained by one oftbe participants was because so much of their other courses are set up as the
knowledge they must know, which is b&sically a transmission of ideas without any real thinking.
Students were previously encounged to memorize the corTeCt answers and write them on the lest.
One teacber iodica1ed:
Students want to know exactly wlw the correct answer is? They don't want to do the
airica1 thinking for themselves and this 1 think is the only ~aoewhere they are asked to do
that in Eng1ish, and they suuggle with that:. they want concrete answen and there arm't
any and even in their nwting you Icnow which is so subjective it really is they want to
know wlw could I put down here to get the full marlc; not you know that the writing
needs to lead to that. They have a great deal of difficulty and they want a formula; if I
reUew this ... ifl do this it will equal the 100 %. if I do this it will equal9O'/e. So iI's
tough to get them lO think this way, they don't want tol It would be much easier ifyou
just tell me ru write it down on the test and we'U call it even!
Another teacher fdt that some kids nowadays do oot want 10 discover;. they would be
more than pleased to let: somebody else discover it for them. He indicated that stUdents
sometimes are in the state of "'Tell me what I should think... This respondent staled a bdiefthat
this is not a natunl1 condition for kids. and tha1 they must have learned it from probably previous
scbool experience or social or family environment. He also added that it is sometimes very
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difficult to get stUdem5 to suspend their previous beliefs or at least entertain new ones A third
teacher bad similar views on that issue and added: "Many students still think: that thinking is
regurgitating facts. it is not what we're after."
There was evidence that the increasing number of students in each class affects the
development of criti.cl4 thinking. and adds to the teaclu:rs' heavy work: load whether planning.
preparing lessons, or correcting assignmeutS are all time consuming. As a result some teachers
fed overwhelmed.
It was apparent from the in-class observation. and confirmed througb teachen interviews.
that there is a great demand far time to be able to work on developing critical thinking skills,. as
well as to reduce the curriculum requirements, just a little. to provide more time for questioning.
discussions. bnUnstorming,. problem solving and so on. using the three higher levels in Bloom's
taxonomy.
One teacher explained thar.
In public schools you're seeing 100 to 200 \rids a day. you don't have as much time for
thoughtful practice. When you have time for thought you get thoughtfUl reflection." He
also added "Some afmy coUeagues say they don't have time to write,. and I'm sure some
of my coUeagues don't have time to read which 1 partly appreciate and sympathize with.
because we've got so much of a work load, we've got a horrendous work load, we are
teaching way too many kids to do agoodjob.
From the analysis of the teachers' interview data there is a need to sec more modern
literature in the English curriculum as a way to promote critical thinking. As indicated by another
teacher, "There is some exceUent work out there, but the group who decides what we sbould
teach seems to think. that it is not good ifit's past 19S0! I don't know why. but we're not getting
a chance to analyze what our modem literature is like, what kind of thinking comes from this
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century. We need to tJke a look at what this generation's problems are, and what their concerns
are?"
One teacher explained that the English curriculum does oot help her develop the critical
thinking skills., "B~ it's very geoena1.. it's very open." From an analysis of the data gleaned
from an in-depth discussion with that teacher it was DOted that the greater pressure lies on the
methods used in teaching studems particularly those through which critical thinking is developed.
It was noticed that the greater responsibility is on the teachers' creativity and models of teaching
for conveying these skills and messages to students. Effective educators demonstrated flexibility
in the use oCthe curriculum to develop the critical thinking skills ofsrudems.
Regarding the English curriculum one respondent indicated:
I think we do too much in our curriculum and in that we rush to get through it and we
don't have time for this critical thinking .. We couJd do the whole curriculum on Hamlet
and cover it quite weD. Every English teacher I've ever talked to always feel
overwhelmed with what they have to teach and they always feel at the end that they didn't
teach it as well as they could if they had more time. So that would be what I feel about our
curriculum. Less needs to be there.
At the same time, the researcber noticed that there is a "curriculum pressure" and the
teachers' resporwbilities ,to make sure tha1 they cover the material in a limited time, so debates
and discussions do not always have the required priority. The observation falls in line with the
review of Morgan and Saxton (1991) who indicated that "Teachers should be in the business of
helping students to uncover. not to cover. thecwriculum" (p. 107).
The same issue of shonage of time appears again and again in the interviews and. some
teachers feel there is not enough time to cover the English. It was DOted that there could have
been more time devoted to discussions and reflections. but during the lesson some teachers had to
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stop the disaJssion to go back. to cIift'ermt questions or other scenes in a play because they had to
cover certain things in that same class.
Teachers interviewed in this study strived to have a student..centered classroom that
revolved around students' needs and abilities and. as a~ bdped to develop their critical
thinking skills by valuing their input. One teacher did not rea1ize the value of that. and stated: "'1
run a teacher-ce:n1eced. cIassroom,. ( son ofset the: agenda.... This commeDt. when observed by the
researcher and then analyzed. indicated that some teachers may not provide students with the
opportunity to have a voice or an input inwhat they are Learning or how they are learning.
The analysis ofdata coUected during teachers' interviews and observation of their classes
indicated that as $lUdents move from Grade 10 to Level 11 and then to 12, there is an apparent
progress in the development of their critical thinking skills. as they seem to operate on a more
complex and a higher level of abstract thinking. Students in Grade 12 appear to have increased
mastery of the critical thinking skills, a factor which may be due to their level of maturity and the
more frequent practice they bad. all through high school.
Teachers' interviews as well as the researcher's evaluation of high school English
curriculum as mentioned in the section "'Definition... indicated that there are no courses designed
specifically for teaching critical thinking skills. Respondents noted, however. that there is a lot of
room in the current English curriculum to help educators develop the students' critical thinking
siriUs, depending on their implementation of these skills in both the content and their teaching
methods.
os
Coed...... of lhita Aaalysis
The analysis of da1a sugests that. nowaday's high school EagIisb teaebers have .. good
perception of wbar: aitical tbinkiug is. T'bl:y beIif:vt it is an impoIuDt educational concept aDd
undentand the value of integrating the l1"u Cs (critical thinking, aeativity, and
communications) in tho EngIi.sh a.uriculum. This iale:gration will always belp swdem.s Ieam bow
to learn. be independent, and to take risks. Teachers realize that the world is chaDging and that
there is a aced for bigber tbinkiog and curiosity to discover and take action in changing what
needs to be changed.
The data analysis revealed that teachers believe that critical thinking should always be an
integral put of their students' education and cognitive devdopmeat. as well as an indispensable
pan of their teaching. Teachers are anempting to provide society with a generation of graduates
who are critical thinkers., and who can evaluate their beliefs and the beliefs of others critically
before endorsing the beliefs and acting upon them.. The analysis showed that teachers always look
for new techniques to iroplClJ:lem critical thinking in their lesson plans. Teachers also
acknowledge the &ct that to devdop critical thinking skills in studems. it is extremely importaJU
10 teach them, as wdl as to model. to them,. bow to step out of their frame of refen:nce and into
other peoples' frame of reference.
SUMMARY
This chapter- has presented the analysis ofda1a collected. during observation and interviews
with English teacbers ud their students.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONSlIMPLICATlONS
The da1a c:oUected in personal iDlerviews and in-class observations DOteS were ana/yttd,
discussed. and praeDted in Chapter 4. This chapter will preseot • briefdiscussion of the entire
study, the cooclusions reacbcd based on the lindings and recommendations for application and
further stUdy.
DISCUSSION
As discussed in Chapter 4, the analysis ofdata gleaned from high school EngIisb. teachers'
interviews and in·dass observations revealed teachers' perceptions and practice of critical
thinking development in students. The data analysis positively indicated teachers' realiz.atioo and
beliefs in the significance of critical thinking in education, and showed the practical and effective
teaching methods used that help devdop critical thinking skills in students. There was evideoce to
indicate continuous progress in that area of educarion in Grade 10 to 12; however, t.btte is still
room foc creativity and motivation in developing studenu' critical thinking sIcills.
The findings of this stUdy were consistent with the data coUected from the litemure
review. Educators acImowiedge that it is necessary to teach students not only bow to t.bi.nk in an
absolute sense., and to rea1iz.e and agree tha1,. as Baron and Sternberg,. (1987) indicaJ.ed.. it is more
imponant to help students learn how to think more critically, more coherently, more creatively.
more deeply than we often and typically do.
CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of this study was to determine the perceptions. understandings and
beliefs of high school English teachers regarding critical thinking development in h.igh school
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education. specifically La the EzJaI,ish o.arricuIum. sueam... The second purpose was to di.scova" the
extent to which teachers implemeos: and teach critical thinking in their cI.usrooms., as well as gujde
students in the acea. oC airical tb.inking dcvdopmaIL The study also eumiDed the teacbc:rs'
methods of putting theory into practice to devdop the students' aitical thinking skills through the
use ofteaclUng JDOdds like quc:stioaing,. brainstorming,. and informed discussions in a aearive and
in-depth ways. The focus was to see if critical thinking was being developed in a riskAree
environmem. for reflection by coanecting EngIisb with other subjects in the curriculum as well as
10 the students' lives and society.
Based on the findiJ:lgs outlined in the study. the cesearcher proposes the following
conclusions:
I. High scbool English teachen understand and believe that critical thinking is an important
educational concept that can be WJgbt through curriculum implementation and cao be
developed in all students. Educaton consider critical thinking a main objective and place a
bigb. value on its teaebing..
2. Teachen uodentand and believe that if students are to acquire good thinking skills in the
classroom, explicit attention will have to be given to that objective; it is not likely to be
realized spomaneously or as an incidental consequence of anempts to accomplish o~ goals.
Teachers believe that swdeots who become critical thinkers would be weU equipped to
pmgress effectively and have a better cbance for success throughout life.
3. Educators have bigh expectations and standards in the area of critical thinking development in
their students. and they clearly communicate those expectations in direct and indirect. way;.
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4. Educators modd l=ritical thinking and use various teaching methods to assist in the
development of the students' critical thinJcing skills.
5. High school English teachers encourage both creativity and good communication skills. as
well as positive attitudes and dispositions to be:lp develop students' critical thinking skills.
6 Teachers strive to be creative in guidiDg the development ofstudcnts' criticallhinking skills.
They have not opted to purchase new curriculum materials or prognms designed for teaching
thinking., rather they use practical approaches which involve focusing their attention on, and
thinking through. what the ingredients are in good thinking are, the skills., competencies.
attitudes. dispositions and activities of good thinkers are needed for developing critical
thinkers.
7 Teachers show seriousness about teaching critical thinking, and they try to be critical thinkers
themselves.
RECOMMENDAnONS
Application
Based on the findings of this -study and the previously mentioned conclusions, the
following recommendations for application are proposed.
I That evaluation of in-<:Iass observation be approached from a perspective which encompasses
realistic expectations for the development of critical thinking as a gradual process that takes
time and effort.
2 That a provincial set of descriptors be developed to describe the critical thinking ability of
students in the senior high school.
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3. That these descriptors be used to develop an eY&Iuation instrumenl or criteria for the
assessmeu:l ofaitical thinking application and development.
FurtberSt1tdy
Critical thinkiDg is • two-way relationship in which there are various methods and tcadring
styles t.haJ: enable d£ec:tive teaebers to e:obaoce these sIciIl.s in students; bowever. we still Deed
more creative ways to motivate students and to instill thai inquisitive., analytical spirit in them.
We also aced to better understand this Wue if we want studems to show imcrest and belief in
critical thinking and its imponance. and value it in their lives and the society in which they Live.
More importantly, we need to work with educators to develop these skills and change the
students' mind set about talring the easy way ouL
Based on this study, the following recommerJdations are made for futl.u'e studies:
I. nw longitudinal research be carried out in the area ofhow teachers promote the devdopmenl:
ofcriticaltbinkingskiJ.ls.
2. That this study be replicated using • larger sample to more clearly identifY bow high scbooI
English educators promote critical thinlring development and tum theory into practice using
various methods ofteaching to implement critical thin.kin8 skills in their subjects.
3. That. longer time of in-class observation be undenakt:n to determine if high school English
teachers practice and implement critical tbi.nlcing in their subjects, and to Icnow the best
practiced and suceessful methods that help them do that effeetively.
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4. That a study be un4ettakcn to examine the possibility of earlier planning for the development
of students' critical thinking sJcills at the junior high school level. or even as early as the
elementary level.
5. That a study be undertaken to explore the development of critical thinking across the whole
curriculwn. not only in English. and building those skills across the curriculum.
SUMMARY
The main purpose of the study was to determine high school English teachers'
perceptions., understanding. and practice of critical thinking skills. The second purpose was to
determine whether or not educators implemem these skills to develop students' critical thinking
skills through various methods.
The findings of this study suggest that high school English educators are coming to a
realization of the significance of critical thinking as an important educational concept. They
understand what critical thinking means, know that students should be trained to think critically
using a healthy skepticism,. which is a desirable social and intellectual trait.. and thus use various
methods for irQplementing critical thinking in the English curriculum. Educaton acknowledge the
fact that their students must develop critical thinking skills to prepare them for life in today's and
the fulUre complex world.
Teachers use various methods to implement critical thinking skills in a subject matter,
despite the obstacles and strUggles they face. such as the availability of time and the quantity of
the content they have to teach.. Educators are very aware of the need to implement critical
thinking strategies and to develop these skills in students.
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The study revealed that present-day educators are attuned to the importance of teaching
students critical thinking skills. While the general consensus of teachers maintain the importance
of these skills. differi.og views exist regarding wha1 the various methods of teaching may
contribute to the development of students' critical thinking skills and abilities.
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APPENDIX A
Letter to Scbool Board and Consent Form
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81
To the School Board:
Dear
J am presently in the process of writing a thesis which is the final requirement ofa Masters
ofEducation in Teaching and Learning. for Memorial University ofNewfoundland. The thesis is
being supervised by Dr. Clar Doyle. I am invesrigating High school English teachers' perceptions
and practice ofcritical thinking in their methods of teaching, to develop their students' critical
thinking skills.
The study involves interviews with eight high school English teachers., and observation of
one or two of their classes. I will tape the interviews, which should take 40 to 60 minutes each,
and transcribe them. Transcripts,. and research results will be available to subjects upon request.
Transcripts win be destroyed upon completion oftbe study, to ensure confidentiality.
Participation of teachers is strictly on a volunteer basis. Participants have the right to
withdraw from the study without prejudice at any time and/or refrain from answering whatever
questions be or she prefers to omit. Additionally, participants bave recourse at any time to a
resource penon who is not directly associated with the stUdy. e.g. Dr. P. Canning, the Associate
Dean, GTaduate Programmes I Research and Devdopment. Confidentiality ofall participants in
the study will be strictly kept and at no time will individuals., or schools be identified.
Anangements will be made to have the teachers' tapes erased upon the completion of the study.
This study is in accordance with the Ethics guidelines of the Faculty ofEducation. This
letter requests your consent to participate in this study. Ifyou agree to participate. please sign the
attached form and return it to me. [fyou have any questions regarding this matter please contact
me at 403-461-7142 Thanlcing you in advance for your time and consideration
Sincerely
Lilian Sorial
I hereby give permission to schools to take part in this
study investigating High School English teachers perceptions and practice ofcritical thinking in
their methods of teaching to develop the students' critical thinking skills, undertaken by Lilian
Sorial. I understand that participation is entirely voluntary and that my school board or any
participating teacher can withdraw pennissian at any time. I also understand that panicipation in
the study is strietJy confidential with DO individual being identified.
Date Signature
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To the Principal,
De..-
I am presently in the process ofwriting • thesis which is the final requirement ofa Masters
ofEdueation in Teaching and Learning, for Memorial Univenity ofNewfoundland. The thesis is
being supervised by Dr. Oar Doyle. I am investigating High school English teachers' perceptions.
and practice ofcritical thinking in their methods of teaching, to develop their students' critical
thinking skills.
The study involves in.t~s with eight high school English teachers,~ observation of
one or two oftbeir classes. I will tape the interviews,. wlUch should take 40 to 60 minutes each,
and transenbe them. Transcripts, and research results will be available to subjects upon request.
Participation ofteachen is strictly on a volunteer basis. Participants have the right to
withdraw from the study without prejudice at any time and/or refrain from answering whatever
questions he or she prefers to omit. Additionally, participants have recourse at any time to a
resource person who is not directly associated with the study. e.g. Dr. P. Canning, the Associate
Dean, Graduate Programmes I Research and Development. Confidentiality ofall participants in
the study will be strictly kept and at no time will individuals, or schools be identified.
Arrangements will be made to have the teachers' tapes erased upon the completion ofthe study
This stUdy is in accordance with the Ethics guidelines of the Faculty ofEducation. This
letter requests your consent to panicipate in this study. Ifyou agree to participate. please sign the
anached form and rerum it to me. Ifyou have any questions regarding this matter please contact
me at 403-461-1142 Thanking you in advance for your time and consideration
Sincerely,
Lilian Soria!
J hereby give permission to the teachers to take part in
this study investigating High School English teachers perceptions and practice ofcritical thinking
in tbeir methods ofteacbing to develop the students' critical thinking skills, undenaken by Lilian
Serial. I understand that participation is entirely voluntluy and that any participating teacher can
withdraw permission at any time. I also understand that participation in the study is strictly
confidential with 00 individual being identified.
Date Signature
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"To Teacher A:.
Dea.-
l am presemly in the process ofwritiDg • thesis which is the final requiremem of. Mastm
ofEducation in Teaching and Learning, for Memorial University ofNewfoundlaDd. The thesis is
bang supeM>ed by lK. CIar Doyle. 10m_goOns High scbooI EnsJish teach<n' percepri"",
and practice ofairicaJ thi.nIcing in their methods ofteaching. to devdop their students' aiticaJ
tlUnIcingskills.
The study involves interviews with eight tugh school English teachers, and observation of
one or two oftbeir classes. I will tape the interviews, which should take 40 to 60 minutes each.
and transenDe them. TfUlSCfiplS, and research results will be avail&ble to subjects upon request.
Participation ofteaehen is strictly on a volunteer basis. Participants have the right to
withdraw from the study without prejudice at any timc and/or refrain from answering whatever
questions he or she prefers to omit. Additionally, participants have recourse at any time to a
resource person who is not directly associated with the study. e.g. Dr. P. Canning. the Associate
Dean, Graduate Programmes I Research and Development. Confidentiality ofall participants in
the study will be strictly kept and at no time will individuals, or schools be identified.
ArTangements will be made 10 have the teachers' tapes erased upon the completion afthe stUdy.
This study is in accordance with the Ethics guidelines of the Faculty ofEducation. This
letter requests your consent to participate in lhis study. Ifyou Igreeto participate., please sign the
attached form and return it to me. Ifyou have any questions regarding this matter please contact
me at 403-461-7142. ThanJcing you in advance for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
U"",Sorial
I hereby give permission to take pan in tros study
investigating High School English teachers perceptions and practice ofcritical thinking in their
methods of teaching to develop the students' critical thinking sIcilIs., undenaken by Lilian Sorial.
I understand that participation is entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw permission at any
time. I also understand that participation in the study is strictly confidential with no individual
being identified.
Due Signature
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17
To Parents:
Dear
I am presently in the process ofwriting & thesis which is the final requirement ofa Masters
ofEducation in Teaching and Learning, for Memorial University ofNewfound1and. The thesis is
being supervised by Dr. Clar Doyle. I am investigating High school English teachers' perceptions
and practice ofcritical thinking in their methods ofteaching, to develop their students' critical
thinking skills.
The study involves interviews with eight high school English teachers., and observation of
one or two oftheir classes. I will tape the interv1twS, which should take 40 to 60 minutes each,
and transenbe them. Tnmscripts., and research results will be available to subjects upon request.
PanicipatiOD ofteacbers is strictly on avolunteer basis. Participants have the right to
withdraw from the study without prejudice It any time and/or refuUn from answering whatever
questions be or she prefers to omit. Additionally, participants have recourse at any time to a
resource person who is not directly associated with the study, e.g. Dr. P. Canning, the Associate
Dean,. Graduate Progmnmes I Research and Development.. Confidentiality ofall participants in
the study will be strictly kept and at no time will individuals, or schools be identified.
Arnmgements will be made to have the teachers' tapes erased upon the completion of the study.
This study is in accordance with the Ethics guidelines afthe Faculty ofEducation. This
letter requests your consent to participate in this study. [fyau agree to participate, please sign the
attached form and retum it to me. Ifyou have any questions regarding this matter please contact
me at 403-461-7142 Thanking you in advance for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Lilian Sorial
hereby give permission to my son, and or daughter:
Name: to take pan in this study investigating High School English
teachers perceptions and practice ofcritical thinking in their methods ofteaching to develop the
students' critical thinking skills, undenaken by Lilian Sorial. I understand that participation is
entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw permission at any time. I also understand that
puticiparion in the study is strictly confidential with no individual being identified.
Dat' Signature
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QlIalilmJ!.lo
CriticaJ thinking goes back to 1933 wbeII pbilosopher. resean:bers,. and others tried to define its
meanin& wbaJ: do you think: the phrase critical thinking means? and do you believe is It an
impo<Unt~"""""l'l?
~
What value do you plaoe on teaching critical tbinkiDg for all your students and why'?
llu=liwJ.JLlo
What kind ofexpectarions do you have for your students in the area ofdeveloping their critical
thinking skills? How do you communicate those expectations?
~
Do you use critical thinking as a base for your lesson plans? 00 you fonow up on their
application?
~
Does the English curriculum bdp you develop the students' critical thinking abilities and how?
(Discuss examples) Axe there specific counes developed specifically to teach critical thinking?
~
Do you eDCOl.lRge students to reflect &edy on what they learn and motivate them to share their
insights with their classmates. by explaining, justifying and debating?
~
There are lots ofdifferent teaching styles and methods, for example., lectuee style. group work.
discussion. roIe-ptaying, questioning. presentations. bfainstorming etc. which methods do you
prefer using and fed hdp you develop the srudents' critical thinking skills?
~
What do you fed or believe the relationship is betweerI aeativity and critic:aI thinking?
~
What kind ofattitudes do you fOSler in your cIa:ssrooms?
~
Do you model critical thinIcing? Ifyes, please indicate how?
.9
l2w:aIilm.J!..lo
Would you like to add anything 1 may have missed in regards to your perception and practice of
aitica1 thinking?




